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ABSTRACT

The fact that Dilrrenmatt is a writer of Komddien is
well-known.

He maintains that in depicting the present,

comic elements must be used in order to create distance
m
between the action on the stage and the audience.
This does
not mean that the tragic is entirely impossible, but rathe
that a portrayal of the tragic can only be attained through
the comedy.

And indeed the outcome of a Durrenmatt KomOdie
w%

better resembles that o f t h e tragedy than that of-the comedy.
Keeping in mind that there is then a mixture of the comic and
ll§i

the tragic, it is the purpose of this thesis to establish
....

what type of hero is portrayed in Durrenmatt’s so-called

pi#
ies.
comedies
Basic similarities between Durrenmatt’s theoretical
..............................

writings on the subject of comedy and Aristotle’s description
of tragedy are discussed.

This comparison provides a basis

for an examination of the characteristics of the Durrenmatt
hero, which correspond to either the tragic or the comic
hero described by Aristotle.

In relation to this, Diirren-

m a t t ’s own writings on the subject of the hero are also
considered.

Dilrrenmatt ’s actual heroes in his dramas are

seen to have more in common with the tragic than with the
comic hero of Aristotle.
The characters discussed are Spurius Titus Mamma,

vii

Xmilian, Theodorich, Gdoaker, and Romulus in Romulus der
CroUe? Ill in Der Besuch der alien Dame? and Mobius in Die
Physiker.

On the basis of these separate examinations

Romulus, 111, and Mobius
As Diirremnatt sees it, modern man lives in a chaotic
world.

Whoever recognises the senselessness<• the hopeless

.

ifJ&.1.::li ii'li'lsl, ■,illillfJ 1

ness of this world has the possibility of either enduring
or falling into despair.

Endurance is the heroic act of

•ill!

c h . Since Romulus, 111, and MSbius
v K u , .^
i
unalterable fate and do not fall
‘Pi?
samples of the mutiger Mensch, who

lllllllli

can have no wholly positive effect on his environment, but
can win for himself an inner peace, salvation.
■"t

.-

;

CHAPTER 1. Introduction

Friedrich Durrenmatt has been called a "merciless ob
server of the shortcomings of our affluent, technological age”
(Esslin 1963, p. 16).

As "merciless” as Durrenmatt might be

he chooses to stage these "shortcomings" in the form of th<
\
■. .
comedy. For him it is a way of establishing a distance in
■0 04" 0 - -l■:c:2li
1 ' 'rA

-jr-virs'
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by dealing with
0 ■■■■: '■'■'.'40':';■.'
depicting the pr

_
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distance, in order to make this portrayal of the modern day
society possible.

"Doch das Groteske ist nur ein sinnlicher
:'
\■■•
■
' "■
•
Ausdruck, ein sinnliches Paradox, die Gestalt namlich einer
Ungestalt, das Gesicht einer gesichtslosen Welt.
matt 1969, p. 123).

.

To a certain extent it will produce the

same effect as a Brechtian Verfremdungseffekt.
Durrenmatt hopes for something of that sort:

And indeed

"Diese Kunsr.

will nicht mitleiden wie die Tragodie, sie will darstellen"
(Durrenmatt 1969, p. 136).

1
"Das Groteske 1st eine SuSere Stilisierung, ein
plotzliches Bildhaftraachen und gerade darum fah g, Zeitfragen, mehr noch, die Gegenwart aufzunehmen, o h m Tendenz oder
Reportage zu sein” (Durrenmatt 1969, p. 136).

1

2
However, a portrayal of the tragic is possible, but
according to Diirrenmatt, it can be attained only through the
comedy.

It is due to this element of the grotesque that an

essentially tragic figure and event enter the realm of
comedy.

This use of the grotesque is close to the Aristotel

ian concept

Due to the tragic elements entering into the sphere of
the comedy, and the comic into that of the tragedy, Diirrenmatt
states that it is no longer possible to differentiate wholly
between the two.

He does group his dramas under the Gattungs-

begriff Kom5dien, with the understanding, however, that the
tragic may well be the outcome of this comedy.

Indeed, as

far as the outcome is concerned, these Komodien do lean more
toward the category of tragedy, an occurrence which Durrenmatt himself admits:

"Ich habe imroer gesagt, die Komddie hat

3
viele tragische Momente, und meine Schllisse sind im konventionellen Sinne ja imxner tragisch. . ." (Whitton, pp. 20-21)
For this to remain clear one needs only to keep in mind that
comedy, for Diirrenmatt, is a vehicle in which the tragic may
be carried, that comedy rs the means of producing a "distance
2
when dealing with the "shortcomings” of the modern day world
As Diirrenmatt has, in the form of his "21 Punkte zu den
-MW:
■' ■/ ;
-5
M
Physikern," provided us with his own type of Poetica, it is

IBIil

Durrenmatt
21 Punkte zu d~n Physikern"
'
6.
Trager einer dramatischen
Handlung sind Menschen
(p. 354).

These shortcomings are best expressed in the form of
the paradox, an element used by Durrenmatt to give form to
an otherwise unformed world.
"I would call my own theatre
a 'theatre of paradox' because it is precisely the paradox
ical results of strict logic that interest me" (Esslin 1963,
p. 15).
The quotes come from Friedrich Durrenmatt, Komddien
II und Frilhe Stiicke (Zurich: Arche Verlag, 1970) .
4

The quotes come from Aristotle, Rhetoric and Poetics
(New York: The Modern Library, 1954).

The objects the imitators
present are actions, with
agents who are necessarily
either good or baa men
(p, 231).
1.
2.

3.

4.
Sgl

Iah gehe nicht van einer
These, sondern von einer
Geschichte aus
(p, 353} .
Geht man von einer Ge
schichte aus, muB sie zu
Ende gedacht werden
(p. 353),

It is the action in it,
i.e., its Fable or Plot,
that is the end and purpose
of the tragedy; and the end
is everywhere the chief
thing (p. 231),

Eine Geschichte ist dann
zu Ende gedacht, wenn sie
ihre schlimmstmogliche
Wendung genommen hat
(p. 353).
Die schlimmstmogliche
Wendung ist nicht voraussehbar.
Sie tritt durch
Zufall ein (p. 353).

The end for which we live
is a certain kind of
activity.
It is in our
actions that we are happy
or the reverse (p. 231).
[For tragedies] an unhappy
ending [is] the right line
to take (p. o239).
-5 q \ 5

f

9.

10.

8.
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PlanmaBig vorgehende Menschen wollen ein bestimmtes Ziel erreichen.
Der
zufall trifft sie dann am
schiimmsten, wenn sie
durch ihn das Gegenteil
ihres Ziels erreichen:
Das, was sie befttrchteten,
was sie zu vermeiden suchten [z.B. Oedipus]^
(p. 354).
Eine solche Geschichte
ist zwar grotesk, aber
nicht absurd [sinnwidrig]6 (p. 354).

tSilif
A Peripety is the change
. . . from one state of
things within the play to
its opposite, and that
too in the way we are saying, in the probable or
necessary sequence of
events? as it is for in
stance in Oedipus <p. 236).
A Discovery is . . • Cl
change from ignorance to
knowledge. . . . The finest
form of Discovery is one
attended by Peripeties
(p. 237).

Je plarunafiiger die Menschen vorgehen, desto
wirksamer vermag sie der
Zufall zu treffen
(p. 354).

Even matters of chance
seem most marvellous, if
there is an appearance of
design as it were in them
(p. 236).

The similarity between these statements is that the
ending, which is an essential part of a drama, is, for both
Aristotle and Jurrenmatt, "unhappy.” Diirrenmatt causes the
"unhappy end’ag" by allowing the "schlimmstmogliche Wendung"
to enter the scene.
6

Brackets appear in original text.

•V-v

5.

Die Kunst des Dramatikers
besteht darin, in einer
Handlung den Zufall
moglichst wirksam einzusetzen (p. 234).
Eine solche Geschichte
ist zwar grotesk, aber
nicht absurd fsinnwidrig]7 (p. 354).
Sie ist paradox (p. 354).

11

,

For the purpose of poetry
a convincing impossibility
is preferrable to an un
convincing possibility
(p»- 263).
There is a probability of
things happening also
against probabilitv
(p. 263).
Impossibilities . . . are
justifiable if they seem to
serve the end of poetry
itself (p. 260).
Misfortune . . . is brought
upon him [the hero] , , .
by some error of judgement
(p. 238).
The change in the hero's
happiness to misery; and
the cause of it must lie
. . . in some great error
in [sic] his part (p„ 239

With the above statements Aristotle has supplied, in part,
the author with a doctrine for the writing of tragedies.
Diirrenmatt, on the contrary, attempts to provide general
statements about his comedies.

Surprisingly, or perhaps not

so surprisingly, they have quite a bit in common.

Again,

one must keep in mind that the purpose of the comedy for
Durrenmatt is that it provides a vehicle for the tragic.
Now that the fact has been established that there
exist both comic an^ tragic elements in a Durrenmatt drama,
the question arises as to what type of hero is presented.
This is precisely the question this study attempts to answer.
An examination of the characteristics and roles of the main
figures, that is, the supposed heroes and their alleged
opponents, in Romulus der GroBe, Per Besuch der alten Dame,
7

Brackets appear in original text.

and Die Physiker, will provide the material for a valid
comparison.

Through this comparison of the heroes in these

three plays a representative picture of a Durrenmatt hero
will be offered.
Before beginning with the examinations of the characters
it is pertinent to consider Durrenmatt's theoretical writings
on the subject of the hero.

Essential for understanding the

makeup of his hero is Diirrenmatt *s belief that modern man

Der Held eines Theaterstiickes treibt nicht nur eine
. ..

Handlung vorwc

if

mmi

Oder erieidet ein bestimmtes

Schicksal, sondern stellt auch erne Welt dar.

Wir

miissen uns daher die Frage stellen, wie unsere bedenkliche Welt dargestellt werden muB, mit welchen
Helden, wie die Spiegel, diese Welt aufzufangen,

mm

beschaffen
:fa„ u„d wie Sie gesohli£fen sein .Ussen______
■--jA
wi
■
K
I
H mm B
l
■M
M
mm
Die heutige Welt, wie sie uns erscheint, lafit sich
. . . schwerlich in der Form des geschicntlichen
Dramas Schillers bew&ltigen, allein aus diesem
Grunde, wail wir keine tragischen Helden, sondern
nur Tragddien vorfinden, die von Weltmetzgern
inszeniert und von Kackmaschinen ausgefiihrt werden.
Aus Hitler und Stalin lassen sich keine Wallensteine mehr machen.

Ihre Macht 1st so riesenhaft,

dafi sie salber nur noch zufhllige, huSere Ausdrucksformen dieser Macht sind, beliebig zu

7
ersetzen, und das Ungluck, das man besonders mit
dem ersten und ziemlich mit dem zweiten verbindet,
ist zu weitverzweigt, zu verworren, zu grausara, zu
mechanisch geworden und oft einfach allzu sinnlos.
Die Macht Wallensteins ist eine noch sichtbare
Macht, die heutige Macht ist nur zum kleinsten

msmm

122).

-3
1

■

as Durrc
%
Mafl, Ub<

1 7 m 1 m MS B P
“ ,
Tragodie setzt Schuld, Not,

ius" (Diirrenmatt 1969, p. 122).
with an assurance that the

He then warns against the conclusion that these comedies are
solely an expression of despair.
GewiB, wer das Sinnlose, das Hoffnungslose dieser
Welt sieht, kann verzweifeln, doch ist diese
Verzweiflung nicht eine Folge dieser Welt, sondern
eine Antwort, die er auf diese Welt gibt, und eine
andere Antwort ware sein Nichtverzweifeln, sein
EntschiuS etwa, die Welt zu bestehen,
{Diirrenmatt 1969, p. 123)

. . .

8
Modern man, then, is forced either to endure or to fall
into despair.

Endurance, therefore, becomes something of a

heroic act in itself.

Durrenmatt states:

Es 1st inuner noch moglich, den mutigen Menschen zu
zeigen. . . . Die verlorene Weltordnung wird in
[seiner] Brust wieder hergestellt, das Allgemeine
entgeht meinem Zugriff.

Ich lehne es ab, das All-

g e aeine in einer Doktrin zu finden, ich nehme es
als Chaos hin.

Die Welt [die Buhne somit, die

dxese Welt bedeuteti8 steht fur xnich als ein Ungeheures da, als e m

Ratsel an Unheil, das hinge

nommen werden muS, vor dem es ;jedoch kein
Kapitulieren geben darf.
{Durrenmatt 1969, p.
i ’Jj ' S
' .
1I ,

Wmm

of the mythical hero.

Legendary heroes, for whom war or

dangerous adventure were normal occupations, are depicted as
those who transcend ordinary men in bravery, skills and
power

Eventually the figure of the hero became more human,

8
Brackets appear in original text.
9

. . there is no justification for believing that
any of these heroes were real persons, or that any of the
stories of their exploits had any historical foundation. .
. . These heroes, if they were genuinely heroes of tradition,
were originally not men but gods, and . . . the stories were
accounts not of fact but of ritual— that is, myths"
(Raglan, p. 173).

9
that is, less god-like, and was seen suffering pain and death.
However, these men lived in defiance of this suffering and
through their own outstanding efforts and achievements they
were glorified by others and thereby came to live in the

cending the powers of ordinary men— indeed they are
ordinary men— Aristotle also prescribes a more human figure,
/ / ,- •
: i, • ■ ■
one ’’like reality” {Aristotle, p. 242). By looking at
Aristotle’s description one sees certain similarities between
his and Durrenmatt's heroes.
In a general description of the "characters of the
tragic personages" Aristotle presents four points which must
be considered.

First of all, the characters of the agents

are to be good and should reveal at some point either through
their actions or words, some moral purpose; if this purpose
is good, there will be likewise a good element of character.
:V‘ ;
■
\
■' 1
The appropriateness of the character is the second point; the
agents are to act according to the normally accepted behavior
attributed to their sex and social position.
characters should be like reality.

Thirdly, the

Lastly, they are to be

consistent; even if they are, in their basic character,
inconsistent, they are to be consistently inconsistent
(Aristotle, p. 242}.
Durrenmatt"s heroes are "good" and do indeed reveal
"some moral purpose.”

They are consistent, too, mainly

because of their moral purpose.

DUrrermatt himself claims

10
they and their actions are like reality in his statement;
"Ich beschreibe Menschen, nicht Marionetten, eine Handlung
nicht eine Aliegorie.

. ." (Diirrenmatt 1970, p. 347).

As

far as "appropriateness" is concerned, Diirrenmatt does deviate
somewhat by portraying, as v/e will see later, an emperor who
has a penchant for raising hens and a brilliant scientist
who claims King Solomon appears before him.xi^
There is, however, another aspect of the tragedy and
of the comedy, as pertains to the hero, about which Diirren-

.v' -

Aristotle maintains that
'. ’
: £
;WA.
. . . than the

■ •
^ f^xrs ^ \

t
).
dees not follow this rule.

Diirrenmatt

Instead

seems to measure up quite well to the Aristotelian definition
of the tragic character, that is, "the intermediate kind
of personage, a man not preeminently virtuous and just, whose
1.-;'IV ■’
1
misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice and

■■ ■

depravity but by some error of judgement” (Aristotle, p.
238).
The reasons, however, for this similarity are vastly
different.

For Aristotle, such a figure is necessary in a

tragedy in order that the audience may experience the stages
of pity and fear, as "pity is occasioned by undeserved mis
fortunes, and fear by that of one like ourselves ”

This could be seen as not "like reality," but even
Aristotle allows for the "probability of things happening
also against probability" (Aristotle, p. 263).

11
(Aristotle, p. 238), eventually leading to catharsis.

As

stated before, Diirrenmatt does not propose to extract these
feelings from the audience, he wishes to darstellen, that is
to exhibit, present, represent the world as experienced
through the character of the hero.11

Hence, it is essential

for him to add the elements of the grotesque and paradox,
thus making his tragedy more of a comedy and relieving the
, ‘ * At f’
/
%’
*
A r-s. ,
play of the task of arousing pity and fear in the audience.
......... .

Establishing the similarities and differences between
■

■ ■

the theoretical writings of Aristotle and Diirrenmatt concern
ing the hero has served to point out again that a Diirrenmatt
v . _1

« 1____

*5____ „

_

* • i

_

hero, like his dramas, is neither completely comic nor
'
entirely tragic.
r

The 'following examinations of' the

characters in Friedrich Durrenmatt’s Romulus der GroSe,
i
Per Besuch der alten Dame, and Die Physiker will attempt to
determine the function and the ultimate achievement of the
mm
' 'rV -■
«
K
hero.
m

11
"Der Held . . » stellt . .. . eine Welt dar* (Diirrenmatt 1969, p. 118).
"Die KomSdie . . . (setzt] eine ungestaltete, im Werden, im Umsturz begriffene [Welt vorausj,
eine Welt, die am Zusairanenpacken ist wie die unsrige"
(Diirrenmatt 1969, pp. 120-121).

Chapter 1 1 . Romulus der GroBe

Completed in 1948

MSkm

Romulus der GroQe was first per

'mmmu

----------—

?'V

which Romulus himself deals with, and as in Greek tragedy,
Romulus is faced with two ethical laws, that of his
responsibility as emperor for the preservation of the Roman
Empire and that of his responsibility as a ruler of men to
uphold certain humanistic values.

One law must be broken

All further references to this work appear in this
chapter by giving the page number only.
12

13
for the sake of the other, since “humanity" is suffering
because of the existence of Rome.

Romulus has judged

“humanity” to be of greater importance than "empire," hence,
although it is against the natural order, the emperor of Rome
must allow the downfall of his

wn empire.

Now comes the question of probabilities and impossibilities in connection with the concept of a ruler provoking
or idly permitting the dowr all of his own country
■
I
;|J§pf:
.
.
.
Aristotle states:
"The poet being an imitator . .
ii - M&ii
SifSfifeSHI

SA.

the Romc.n

regards improbabilities specifically, however, Aristotle
-;
g
.*x/'
'//!•'
states:
"The Improbable one has to justify either by showing
it to be in accordance with opinion, or by urging that at
times it is not improbable; for there is a probability of
things happening also against probability"
263).

(Aristotle, p.

Diirrenmatt’s paradox is given logical basis, it is

in fact logic pushed to its furthest point, making the
paradoxic seem probable.

Again, it is no one’s real opinion,

including the author’s, that Romulus der GroSe depicts any
thing like the reality of the historic event, therefore
"ungeschichtliche historische Komodie"

(p. 7; emphasis

14
added), but it is then the task of the poet to present it
as if it could have been probable or possible.

Even Aristotle

states that "for the purposes of poetry a convincing
impossibility is preferable to an unconvincing possibility5’
(Aristotle, p. 263).

Furthermore, according to Aristotle

“any impossibilities there may be in his (the poet’s)
descriptions of things are false.

But from another point of
rT"rn,~"

view they are justifiable, if they serve the end of the poetram
■
itself— if , . . they make the effect of either that portion
: f.
of the work or some other portion more astounding" (Aristotle ,
o.

.

26 0 :

eu iD h a sis . M M I l

Th. .n ,

HJHRi».... j■■■.hr r
in einer Welt in der sich die Einsichten, Motive und Leidenscharten widerstreiten, er lebt in standiger Kollision bald
mit sich selbst, bald mit der Familie, bald mit dem Staat"
wm
mm. 'mm
%
V
%>•*:.
(MirretKwtt 1969, p. 207).
Before discussing rhe figure of Romulus, there are a
.[/I,.%. •?' • . ■.
,
/y .-i■ -.-5. ‘j/ry
number of other secondary characters whose heroic character
istics merit attention, namely Spurius Titus Mamma, Xmilian,
Theoderich and Odoaker.

The character of Odoaker may be

discussed in conjunction with that of Romulus, just as the
figure of Theodorich may be likened to the Roman Amilian.
Spurius Titus Mamma, Captain of Cavalry, perhaps a
figure of lesser importance, deserves nevertheless a dis
cussion of his own.

He is the first oerson to appear on the

stage, making his entrance on a dying horse.

He has ridden

m

15
two days and two nights without stopping to sleep in order to
bring extremely important news to his emperor as quickly as
possible.

Sevan horses collapsed under him and he was

wounded by three arrows during the course of the journey.
Dirty, exhausted, and with his left arm wrapped in a bloody
bandage he enters the imperial summer residence, urgently
seeking the emperor.

Finally he enters Romulus' study where

he, unfortunately, only meets with much red tape on the part
l
,
'
of Romulus’ two chamberlains, Pyramus and Achilles. While
S p u n u s Titus Mamma declares that it is his patriotic duty
to speak to the emperor immediately, they calmly exolain the
formalities one must go through in order to obtain an
audience before Romulus.

Angered and confused Spurius Titus

When Romulus learns of Spurius1 journey, he is impressed
by his

sportliche Leistung*- and bestows upon him the title

of "Ritter"

(p. 15).

Rather than allowing Spurius to appear

■

.immediately before him, Romulus suggests that Spurius get
some sleep:

"Auch Sportier miissen schlafen"

(f. 15).

Where

as Romulus finds him to be an example of a fine athlete, Mares,
the Minister of War, calls Spurius a soldier, putting him
into a position of possible heroic status, and tries to

One is reminded of another of Diirrenmatt1s plays,
Herkules und der Stall des Augias. Komodien II (Zurich:
Arche Verlag, 1970).
Here the preoccupation with "red-tape
type" formalities proves to be the main cause of Herkules'
failure.

16
persuade Romulus to meet with Spurius immediately.
states;

Mares

"Es 1st eines Soldaten unwurdig, zu schlafen, wenn

er seinen Kaiser in Not weiB"
answers:

(p. 19).

To this Romulus

‘Das PflichtbewuBtsein meiner Offiziere fSngt an

mir lastig zu werden” (p. 19).

Besides degrading him to

the mere level of "Sportier" (p. 15), Romulus further explains his opinion concerning the importance of any messenger,
not just Spurius alone.

The athletic efforts would be in

any case a waste, indeed only bothersome since
-,
'w'O',
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Meldungen sturzen die Welt nie urn, Das tun die
• . :'
■■■■..;■■■
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Tatsachen, die wir nun einmal nicht andern kbnnen,
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gescbehen s
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eintreffen. Meldungen regen die Welt nur auf,
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man gewohne sie sich d >shalb so weit als moglich
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Already at this point the heroic efforts of Spurius
’
Titus Mamma, his two-day-and-two-night ride, his wounds, his
exhaustion, his unwillingness to rest until he delivers his
message are seen by Romulus as useless, superfluous, un
necessary.

Yet he still insists on meeting with the emperor,

who, incidentally, is already aware of the fall of Pavia,
Spurius’ news.

In this sense, his heroism is replaced by

what Ulrich Profitlicn calls a "Mochtegernheld" type of
heroism (Profitlich, p, 69), because the goals to which his
heroic acts were to lead him are already realized before
he himself has a chance to reach them.
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Finally, Spurius does indeed appear before Romulus,
who asks him why he has gone to such extreme efforts.

actions are, however, ridiculed even further through Romulus’

die heutige Zeit hat dein Heldentum in eine Pose
verwandeit.

{p. 32}

Now Spurius * patriotism for Rome turns to desire for
icre a o a in s t

Rnirml
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When Spurius* chance for revenge finally comes
him.

It is not until after Romulus has abdicated

and Odoaker has taken over that Spurius wakes up, at which
time there is no longer an "Emperor" on whom Spurius can take
revenge, there is no longer a "Rome" which Spurius can save.
His heroic ideals and efforts again did not aid him in
reaching a goal, indeed even a chance for such an accomplish
ment has vanished.

This negation of the possibility of

attaining the level of the heroic coupled with Diirrenmatt’s
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comic portrayal of Spurius* exhaustion, denies the heroism
of this character? it reduces him to the ordinary, or worse,
to the ridiculous, as "der letzte kaiserliche Offizier
[, der] den Untergang des Vaterlandes verschlafen [hat]1“
(p. 77).
A figure not entirely unlike Spurius is Amilian.

He

believes in the same ideals as Spurius, especially the

$mrnmf,
. ;
■ w

. ...

greatness of Rome, of the Vaterland, but his convictions
. ■
■
appear to be much stronger? Spurius may be considered
m
m M 1
stubborn rather than strong.
Diirrenmatt depicts this
,

*

characterr, a man wno has spent three long years, an eternity,

haustion.

M S

u

Ipjl

Amilian, much more the tragic figure, is to be

taken more seriously.
Diirrenmatt is careful to point out
ISIISCI W & tifjK ^
-C v U
the pain and torture Amilian has suffered, a hell he was
able to endure for the sake of his fatherland.

His body is

weakened yet his spirit, his beliefs, his ideals remain strong.
Even Romulus recognizes this and looks at Amilian in a much
more favorable way than he does’Spurius.

Just as Romulus

refers to the latter as "the athlete,” demeaning Spurius*
heroic efforts, he considers Amilian to be his "son," there
by showing his understanding, sympathy and love for this
"verarmter Patrizier . . . , der seit drei Jahren in germanischer Gefangenschaft schmachtet” (pp» 29-30).

However, these

feelings of love and understanding are by no means mutual.
As a matter of fact Amilian is considered to be in complete

^
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opposition to Romulus.

Just as Romulus is willing to

sacrifice himself for the downfall of Rome, Amilian is
willing to sacrifice himself for Rome's salvation.
As Amilian first appears in Act II, he is described
as ragged, emaciated, and pale, calling himself "ein
Gespenst"

(p. 37).

Later he says:

"Ich war ein Wesen
.

It is precisely due to this experience that he refuses
to surrender to Odoaker and his troops.

Even though the

army has been beaten, Amilian declares that there are still
women, children, and slaves, who can take up a knxie
defend the empire.

lj

However, Amilian soon sees another alter

native when he learns that Casar Rupf is willing to save the
Roman Empire from the Teutons if Rea will marry him.

Amilian

is willing to offer Rea, his most beloved possession, in
order that the existence of the empire may continue.
confronts Rea:

Amilian
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AMILIAN:

So unerhort ist deine Liebe, Tochter

des Kaisers?
REA:

Meine Liebe zu dir ist unermeBlich.

AMILIAN:

REA:

. . .

Dann heirate diesen prachtigen kugel-

Ich soil dich verlassen?

ich soil einen anderen lieben?
N:

Du soilst den lieben, der dein Vaterland

(pp. 42-43)
This last statement of Amilian’s does not necessarily
mean that she is to love Casar Rupf.

It would actually be

Amilian who saves the fatherland by offering Rea to Rupf;
Amilian would be the hero who was able to rid the Roman

&

.

Empire irorn the Teutons.

He himself states:

"Unsere Schmach

wird Italien fdttern, durch unsere Schmach wird es wieder
zu Krdften kommen"

(p. 43}.

''jrer •• to marry Rupf, but Amilian’s plans are
thwarted by the appearance of Romulus.

Just as he is the

f.rst one who had realized that the fall of Rome was {before
the appearance of Casar Rupf) unavoidable, Amilian is the
only one who fully recognizes Romulus as what he, Amilian,
will later terra as the "betrayer of Rome," and greets him
sarcastically:
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AMILIAN:

Willkommen Imperator des guten Sssens

und des gesegneten Schlafs in der Mittagshitze.
Sei gegr&Bt, Casar der Huhner und Stratege des
Eierlegens! Heil dir, den die Soldaten Romulus den
Kleinen nennen.

(p. 44).

Romulus is apparently uneffected by the words and
'
■■
AmiXian makes use of another mode of sarcasm, calling Romulus
* iflllHIMfaff mm
''pM/h
.Imrt~ I J .. ... ~ -mSat
He then
proceeds to describe Romulus * "Welt" which he has seen on his
journey to the imperial residence, made on foot, after he
’ SSI
I11 IMI 8 *
had escaped from the prison in Germania. He tells of the
m s 9 6 m m
women, the
starved children.

He continues with a description of what

the enemy does to prisoners, using his own experiences as an
example, whipping, trampling, forcing them, the prisoners, to
, ’
, ‘ ’ C?:" ’;■> ' >‘
i
’‘ m «/
pfZi
, a,
work like animals in yokes. Amilian declares that he, a

■
lover of freedom and a believer in spirit, gave himself up
secretly to the Teutons in hopes of reconciling Germania and
scalpel by
remains uneffected.

enemy.

Romulus listens, yet

Nevertheless, Amilian believes himself

to h.-w<= the upper hand, since Rea has agreed to obey him and
marry Rupf, declaring that he will, despite Romulus, save the
empire through this marriage, that is, through his own dis
honor and disgrace.
marriage.

But Romulus refuses to allow the

Amilian, it appears, is defeated.

Only one course
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of action is open to hinu

"Dieser Kaiser muB wegi"

{p. 46).

Anulian next appears in Act III, sneaking into the
emperor's bedroom, while Romulus is explaining his moral
position to Rea.

He, Amilian, has come for "Gerechtigkeit"

(p. 56), that is, to kill the emperor, the betrayer of his
fatherland.

Romulus, however, is aware of his entrance.

IS®
Again Amilian’s plan is thwarted by a face to face confrontstion with Romulus.

One by one, other members of the court

wm wm

...............

are discovered hiding in various places in the bedroom.

•

They
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return to its previous glorious state.

Romulus declares
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tion.

He explains to Amilian his reasons for allowing the
s msm m *
corrupt Roman
it even he
was a victim of this power, an empire which allowed and
which was responsible for the dishonor of its subjects.
While Amilian represents a heroism in the name of patriotism,
Romulus proclaims the uselessness of this loya ? ^ r

;.tuue

toward a state -’hrcn aas done nothing to deserve it.

In

Romulus' eyes, Amilian's heroism is negated because of his
false conception about the empire.

He states that it has to

do with the justice Amilian has come to seek.
ROMULUS z

Nicht ich habe mein Reich verraten, Rom

hat sich selbst verraten.

Es kannte die Wahrheit,

aber es wahlte die Gewalt, es kannte die Mensch-

Sicily.
On the one
a heroic nat

.d, Amilian may be considered to be of

...e, since he has struggled constantly to uphold

his beliefs, to protect that which i.° felt was worthy of
salvation and to sacrifice himself completely for the
accomplishment of his goals.

However, on the other hand,

Amilian's fault was his inability to realize that the
ieg_ c^macy of his goals was built on his own ideal conception
of the fatherland.

This had been the foundation for all his

actions; it even justified his three years of torment in
prison.

This may be seen as a negative aspect of Amilian's

presumably heroic character.

He is not only fighting for a

“Staatsidee," but also to justify his own wounds, thereby
removing his ambition from the universal level and making it
more of a personal matter.

His inability to face up to this

misconception, to the fact that he had suffered not for Rome
bur. because of Rome, to realize that he had been abused by
the country for which he had endured so much and to acknowl
edge finally that all his pain and agony was useless, removes
him from the realm of the heroic.
A figure much like Amilian is the nephew of Odoaker,
the ruler of the Teutons.

Theodorich is the ideal picture

of the hero, fearless in the face of battle, upholder of
high ideals, capable of being a leader of men.

Odoaker

describes his nephew:
Ein hbflicher Mann.

. . . Sein Benehmen ist tadel-

los. . . . Er riihrt kein Madchen an, trinkt nur

Wasser and schldft auf dera Boden.
taglich in Waffen.
Germanen dar.

Er ubt sioh

. . . Er stellt das Ideal der

(p. 71)

Just as Amilian attempted to kill Romulus, Theodorich
stands in opposition to the figure of Odoaker, who maintains
"Noch ist mein Neffe zahm, noch ist er der hofliche Mann,
aber einmal, in wenigen Jahren, wird er mich ermorden"
72).

(p.

In the light of Amilian's fail from the realm of the

heroic, due to his misconception of the "ideal," Theodorich
may also be seen as a representative of a biased idea of per
fection.

This becomes more clear in a discussion of Romulus

and Odoaker, two supposed enemies, who, on closer examination,
have more in common with one another than either of them has
with his respective countryman.
Romulus dee rves the most attention since he is, after
all, the leading figure in the play.

When he first enters

his study in Act I, he is described as wearing a "Purpurtcga,
auf dem Kopf ain goldener Lorfaeerkranz.

Seine Majestat 1st

uber fiinfzig, ruhig, hehaglich und klar"

(p. 13).

nothing very unusual about his appearance.

There is

Yet. from his

words and actions it becomes quite obvious that he is far
from the norm as far as emperors are concerned.

Insofar as

Dlirrenmatt relies heavily on the element of the grotesque,
his plays are indeed what Aristotle would term comedies as
they are "a dramatic picture of the Ridiculous"
p. 228).

(Aristotle,

Tragedy, on the other hand, would depict a more

serious atmosphere.

Even this emperor's "Lorbeerkranz," the
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"Sinnbild kaiserlicher Macht"

{p. 13), is in a state of

decay; only five of the original thirty-six leaves remain
attached, two of which he proceeds to break off in order to
pay his chamberlains and the cook.

He mocks tradition,

bestows the title of "Retter des Vateriandes"

(p. 13) upon

his Minister of Finance who has fled with the empty "Staats
kasse"

(p. 13), and calls the cook the most important man j i

his kingdom.

Furthermore, it is shown that he is preoccup ed

with the business of raising chickens, and that this uctiv .ty
takes precedence over his other imperial duties.

Ever sir :e

he became emperor he has read no letters (p. 27), has not
left his country home (p. 45), and it has been a long tinu
since he has had a comprehensive view of world politics
23).

(f -

Romulus wishes to hear the reports concerning which

hens have laid eggs and which have not, yet he is not too
anxious tc hear Spurius Titus Mamina’s report on the state of
the empire.

He insists, against the wishes of even his

Minister of the Interior, that Spurius get some sleep.

Tc

Julia’s, the empress’, pleas to have Spurius awakened,
Romulus answers:
Als Landesvater bin ich vielleicht Roms letzter
Kaiser und nehme schon aus diesem Grund eine etwa
trostlose Stellung in der Weltgeschichte ein.
Ungiinstig komme ich auf alle Falle w e g .
Ruhm iasse ich mir nicnt rauben:
nicht sagen durfen,

Nur einen

Man soli von mir

ich hatte jemals den Schlaf
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eines Menschen unnotigerweise gestort. (p. 18)
Meanwhile, Romulus has been quietly and comfortably
eating his breakfast and selling ail but one of the remaining
busts of former Roman emperors and famous poets to the art
dealer, Apollyon.

When Julia demands tnat Romulus send

the art dealer away immediately, Romulus once again seems to
prove that his priorities lie with the hens and not with Rome,
its empire or its history with his answer:
uns unmoglich leisten, Julia.

"Das kdnnen wir

Das Huhnerfutter ist noch

nicht bezahlt” (p. 23}.
When Mares, Romulus' Minister of War, informs the
emperor of the Teutons' march on Rome, Romulus appoints him
Reichsroarscha.il, yet refuses to allow a total mobilization,
which, according to Mares, is the only thing that can still
help them. Romulus' opinion of war is finally expressed:
Der Krieg ist schon seit der Erfindung des
Knuttels ein Verbrechen, und wenn wir jetzt noch
die rotale Mobilmachung einfuhren, wird er ein
Unsinn.

(p. 25)

Indeed another possibility to save the empire arises,
namely in the form of the "ice-cold" Casar Rupf.

In return

for buying off the Teutons he wants only that the wearing
uf pants become obligatory, and that he may have Rea,
Romulus* daughter,

for his wife.

But Romulus is not willing

to offer any human for the sake of the Weltreich.

Julia
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protests, claiming:
Imperium opfern"

"Rea wird sich freiwillig fur das

{p. 30), to which Romulus answers:

"Wir

haben durch die Jahrhunderte hindurch so viel dem Staaf ge~
opfert, daB as jetzt 2eit ist, daS sich der Staat fur uns
opfert"

(p. 30).

Another aspect of Romulus* idleness in relation to his
position as emperor has begun to be revealed.

Not only is

his prime concern the raising of hens, but he seems not to
concern himself for his empire at all.

In fact, he seems

to wish for its downfall, his reason being, ” [er] mcchte
die Weltgeschichte nicht storen1’ {p. 31) .
Romulus is depicted thus far as a negative character,
perhaps even to be considered as an anti-hero.

This negativ

ism remains apparent in the second Act when Romulus is
confronted by Amilian.

The emperor remains almost cold

toward his future son-in-law and listens calmly, uneffected,
to the description Amilran offers of the state of the empire
and of life in the Teutonic prison.

There is a hint, on the

negative side, of cruelty, and on the positive side, of
strength in Romulus’ retort:
Kaiser weicht nicht"

(p. 46).

"Der Kaiser sieht, aber der
Furthermore, the suspicion

that Romulus seeks and will welcome the fall of Rome is
confirmed by Romulus himself.

Not only will he not allow

the marriage of Rupf and his daughter Rea, but he emphatically
states :
Der Kaiser weiS, was er tut, werrn er sein Reich
ins Feuer wirft, wenn er fallen last, was zer-
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brechen muB, und zertritt, was dera Tode gehort.
{p . 46)
If Romulus is perceived as an anti-hero in the first
two acts, his positive motivations become clear in the
third.

In a discussion with Julia, who comes to Romulus

dressed in her traveling clothes--Romulus himself is in
his robe, preparing to go to bed— the purpose of Romulus’
twenty years of "Nichtstun” is unveiled (p. 51).

For the

first time in their twenty year long marriage Romulus and
Julia openly acknowledge that their marriage was one of
convenience.

Julia married Romulus, a member of the Roman

nobility, in order to become empress; Romulus married Julia
to become emperor and then, as emperor, to fulfill further
goals.

Whereas Julia acted out of ambition, Romulus acted

out of necessity.
ROMULUS:

Nur so

[als Kaiser] konnte natiirlich

mein Nichtstun einen Sinn haben.

Als Privatmann

zu faulenzen ist voilig wirkungslos.

. . . Das

romische Weltreich besteht seit Jahrhunderten nur
noch weil es einen Kaiser gibt.

Es blieb mir

deshalb keine andere Moglichkeit, als selbst Kaiser
z'i werden, urn das Imperium liquidieren zu konnen,
(p. 51)
Julia claims that Romulus deceived her, but he answers:
"Du hast dich in mir getluscht.

Du hast angenommen, daB ich
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ebenso machtbesessen. sei wie du.
deine Rechnung war falsch"
calculating.

Du hast gerech.net, aber

(p. 51).

Romulus, too, is

He is justifying his liquidation of Rome with

the assumption that he will be able to sacrifice himself,
that is, to die at the hands of the barbaric Teutons.
Romulus reveals this, his secret, to his daughter.

It is

in this discussion with Rea that Romulus expresses, in all
sincerity, his conception of Rome, his conception of the
Vaterland, and, in contrast to this, his concern for man.
REA:

Das Vaterland geht iiber alles.

ROMULUS;

Siehst du, du hast doch zu viel in den

Tragcdien studiert.
REA:

Soli man denn nicht das Vaterland mehr lieben

als alles in der Welt?
ROMULUS:

Nein, man soil es weniger lieben als

einen Menschen.

Man s^ll vor allem gegen sein

Vaterland mifitrauisc.- sein.

Es wird niemand

leichter ein Morder als ein Vaterland.
<*

■%

*

ROMULUS:

Vaterland nennt sich der Staat immer

dann, wenn er sich anschickt, auf Menscbenmord
auszugehen.
REA:

Unsere unbedingte Liebe zum Vacerland hat

Rom groS cemacht.
ROMULUS:

Aber unsere Liebe hat Rom nicht gut

gemacht.

Wir haben mit unseren Tugenden eine
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Bestie gemastet.

Wir haben uns an der GroSe unseres

Vaterlandes wie mit Wein berauscht, aber nun ist
Wermut geworden, was wir iiebten.
REA;

Du hist undankfaar gegen das Vaterland.

ROMULUS:

Nein, ich bin nur nicht wie einer jener

Heldenvater in den Trauerspielen, die dero Staat
noch einen guten Appetit wilnschen, wenn er ihre
Kinder fressen will.

(pp. 53-54)

It is at this point that the serious subject, typical
of tragedy, begins to outweigh the "dramatic picture of the
Ridiculous"

(Aristotle, p. 228).

The ridiculousness of an

emperor*s apparent "Nichtstun" is shown to have a serious
basis (p. 51).

This obvious conflict between "serious” and

"ridiculous” forms the mixture of tragic and comic.

That

the mixture is so strongly evident in one person, Romulus,
shows the duality of the character, that is, the combination
of comic hero and tragic hero in one.
Romulus shows his ”wahre GroBe," his "Menschlichkeit,"
which is seen by his enemy, Odoaker, alone (p. 72).

This

concern for humanity of Romulus' did cause the fall of Rome,
amidst much bloodshed and the death of many of its citizens.
But Rome was indeed, in the words of Romulus, her own
betrayer precisely because she had treated her people,
including those conquered, with no shred of humaneness at
all.

Romulus makes one more attempt at getting this, his

basic point; across to Ami1ian, but fails to do so.

He is
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left alone as the Teutons enter his residence.

He is fear

less in the face of the enemy, as he has learned "die Furcht
zu besiegen.

Das ist die einzige Kunst, die wir in der

heutigen Zeit beherrscnen miissen” (p. 55).

The conquering

of fear can surely be counted as one of the great aspects of
Romulus’ heroism.

Even facing death Romulus remains coura

geous, as it is exactly this self-sacrifice which for him
justifies his sacrifice of Rome.
However, Durrenmatt's belief that the world is nowadays
void of pure tragic heroes makes him unable to allow Romulus
to come to such a traditionally tragic and heroic end.
Instead he allows the element of Paradox to step in and take
the controls, of which Romulus had believed he was in
possession.

However, this Aristotelian Peripety/DUrrenmattian

Paradox is exactly that which causes the hero's fortune to
go from "happiness to misery," which is precisely what
Aristotle prescribes for the fate of the tragic hero
(Aristotle, p. 239).
A Teuton enters the scene.
unbekiimmert.

"Er bewegt sich frei und

Er ist iiberlegen und hat auBer den Hosen nichts

Barbarisches an sich.

. . . tragt einen weiten leichten Rock,

breiten Reisehut, alles ganz unkriegerisch, auBer einem
Schwert"

(p. 67).

This Teuton, like Romulus a passionate

raiser of hens, eventually introduces himself as Odoaker,
ruler of the Teutons.

He is not at ail what Romulus

pictured him to be; he does not fit the image of the barbarian
Romulus had been expecting.

The only real difference between
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the twu are that Odoaker wears pants, whereas Romulus still
wears his toga, and Odoaker, unlike Romulus, prefers beer
to wine.

Yet even with Odoaker5s display of polite behavior,

Romulus does not perceive the mutual affinity.

He declares

he is ready to die and explains to the perplexed Odoaker,
"es ist aller Welt bekannt, wie die Germanen mit ihren
Gefangenen verfahren” (p. 70}.

But just as Romulus had

explained to Julia that her calculations had been false, he,
too, is made to realize that his assumptions were incorrect,
thereby destroying his own logic.
him.

Odoaker will not kill

Romulus decides to wake Spurius Titus Mamma, knowing

that at least this man wishes the death of the emperor, but
Odoaker explains the futility of the plan.
ODOAKER:

Dein Tod ware sinnlos, denn einen Sinn,

kdnnte er nur haben, wenn die Welt so ware, wie
du sie dir vorgestellt hast.

Sie ist nicht so.

Audi dein Feind ist ein Mensen, der wieder recht
handeln will.
fiigen.

Du must dich nun in dein Schicksal

{p. 73}

It becomes apparent that Odoaker has led his troops to
Romulus in order to surrender to the Roman Empewish is that Romulus continue to rule.
which brings with it a Peripety

.

His

So this Discovery,

(akin to Durrenmatt’s

Paradox), has brought about an unhappy turn in Romulus*
thereby fitting Aristotle's formula.

Furthermore, "the

cause of it [does not lie] in any depravity, but in some

fate,

great error in [sic] his part"

(Aristotle, p. 2395.

However,

a great difference is that Aristotle's Peripety should arouse
pity and fear; here it does not.

This is due primarily to

the comic elements which are used precisely to avoid these
emotions,
Realizing that neither of them will have their expecta
tions met, they agree upon a compromise; Romulus will retire
and Odoaker will not have to kill Romulus, but he will have
to rule as King of Italy.

This apparently fortunate

settlement is for these two characters sndeed tragic.

Romulus,

who after learning of the deaths of his loved ones had
comforted himself with the thought of his own death— "Wer
bald sterben mu6, beweint nicht die Token"

(p. 65)— must now

live with "vieie UnglUckliche auf dem Gewissen" {p. 75) .
Odoaker must rule, a task he does not wish to perform, with
the knowledge that one day his nephew will assassinate him.
It

emotional torture for both of them.
These men are then comic and tragic heroes at the same

time.

Insofar as the "change in [their] fortunes" has gone

from "happiness to misery"

{Aristotle, p. 2 39) , their situa

tion is tragic, but the involvement of the paradoxical logic,
the odd twist of fate, makes it comical.
fact that Romulus and Odoaker were,

Discounting the

ideologically, never

really enemies, and acknowledging Romulus' belief that they
were something of that sort, this “unhappy ending" is in
keeping with Aristotle's description of the outcome of a
comedy,

"where the bitterest enemies in the piece walk off

friends at the end, with no slaying of anyone by anyone"
(Aristotle, p. 239).
As comical tragic heroes they remain courageous,

This

courage, the main attribute of one whom Diirrenmatt would
consider "heroic," lies in their ability to endure, in their
acceptance of the inevitable, and in the patience with
which they await their fate.

Profitlich offers an additional

perspective of Romulus as a hero figure:
Musterhaft macht ihn die "Weisheit,n mit der er
das unheroische Ende "akzeptiert."

Immer noch

opfert er etwas, aber nun nicht mehr sein Leben,
sondern das geplante Opfer seines Lebens selbst.
Das Scheitern im hochgespannten heroischen Ziel
erscheint hier geradezu als die paradoxe Bedingung
eines neu zu gewinnenden Heldentums.

{Profitlich,

P- 77)
Tiusanen states, in describing Romulus and Odoaker,
that there is a "real heroism behind the masks of clowning
and mock-heroism," and that "non-heroic retirement is both
in harmony with Romulus' non-heroic outer behavior and in
tragic conflict 'with his inner heroism'"

(Tiusanen, p. 86).

Rather than a "proud hero of tragedy" Tiusanen considers
Romulus to be a "humble hero of modern tragicomedy"
(Tiusanen, p. 86).

This humble, private heroism will have

no effect on the world, similar to the years,

"die die

Weltgeschichte vergessen wird, weil sie unheldische Jahre

sein werden"

(p. 75); the heroism will be not only forgotten.,

but never recognized.

It is his "non-heroic outer behavior"

which calls for Romulus and Odoaker to "spielen . . . noch
einmal, zura letzten Mai, Koraddie"

(p, 75).

This comedy

playing will, however, be coupled with the "inner heroism"
which calls for them to act, "als ginge die Rechnung hienieden
a u f , als siegte der Geist liber die Materie Mensch"

(p. 75).

Chapter III. Per Besuch der alten Dame

Per Besuch der aiten Dame, published in 1956, is per
haps Diirrenmatt's most successful play.

Not only has it

d" awn the international attention of theater-goers, but it
har, also motivated critics to propose a number of varied
interpretations ranging from r.he religious to the political
and social, from the psychological to the economic.
This study, however, will deal principally with the
examination of 111 as a hero figure and will rely heavily
on the consideration of the opposition this hero faces from
the antagonist, assumed to be Claire Zachanassian, but on
closer inspection, the inhabitants of the town of Cullen.
From the onset Claire is viewed as one of extreme
importance; she is referred to as "der hohe Gast" (Durrenmatt
1970a, p. 261),^ and is proclaimed to be, even in comparison
with God, who doesn't pay, the "einzige Hoffnung"

(p. 262)

for a town which is shown to be in utter economic ruin.

To

achieve the fulfillment of the hopes of the Gullener, Alfred
111 is given the chance to become a hero, since "alles hangt
von ihm sb’1 (p. 262} .

He has been, up to this point, a

x All further references to this work appear in this
chapter by giving the page number only.3
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Gullener not unlike any of the other Giiliener, all of whom
are described either as "schabig gekleidet"
"aufs unbeschreiblichste verwahrlost"

(p. 2615 or

(p. 259), each of them

a part of the crippled, decaying "Kielnstadt"
live in.

(p. 258) they

Ill, however, is elevated to the position of the

"beliebteste Personlichkeit in Cullen” (p. 264) due to his
former relationship with the awaited guest.

Ill, who once

before had betrayed the young girl of seventeen, presently
maintaining however, that "das Leben trennte uns, nur das
Leben, wie es eben kommt"

(p. 263), will now attempt to play

a second charade, will profess his undying love for this
woman, a love which had indeed died 45 years ago.

His use

of her last name only and the unsympathetic abruptness of
the statement of purpose, "die Zachanassian soli mit ihren
Millionen herausrucken"
kommen KlSri Wascher"
statement

(p. 263), his insistence that "Will-

(p. 262) is too intimate, and his

'wir miissen klug vorgehen, psychologisch richtig"

(p, 264) indicate a callousness on his part towards Claire
and openly reveal that he will be once again deceiving her
by playing on her emotions.

While he cannot be called overly

confident, he is not in the least pessimistic and he enjoys
the support of the whole group, if not its premature admira
tion .
Claire’s entrance in Giiilen is nothing less than
dramatic, as she pulls the emergency brake on an express train
which normally no longer stops in this deteriorated town.
With the station-master's exclamation,

"Die Naturgesetze sind
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aufgehoben"
vealed, ~

(p. 265), an inkling of Claire's power is re

The opposition between the fact that the 12:40

train is available for o n e ’s convenience,

"wie aller Welt"

(p. 266), and the fact that Claire does not choose to arrive
on this train, serves to point out that Claire is not like
the rest of the world.

Lending evidence to Claire’s position

of extreme importance on a much wider basis than in Gullen
alone is the fact that it is not her money which provokes
fear in and apologies from the irate conductor, but it is
simply she.
The Gullener, including 111, seem to be unaware of the
presence of a power which certainly had its effect on the
conductor, and they greet her in innocence.

The mayor has

even prepared a speech in honor of the “verehrte, gnadige
Frau"

(p. 267) .

Ill, a*- first a little unsure, regains his

confidence after a short dialogue in which Claire states:
"Es war wunderbar, all die Tage, da wir zusammen waren"
(p. 268).

Ill turns to the teacher and says assuredly,

"Sehen Sie, Herr Lehrer, die habe ich im Sack” (p. 268).

Hortenbach states "Per Besuch is a modern presenta
tion of the Passion story," with Claire acting "the part
of God, of the only god who suffers no other gods before
him" (Hortenbach, p. 149).
Askew compares the situation
to modern myth:
"The laws of Nature have been entirely
divorced from the life and aims of the community and humanity
and God, and are now embodied in the aims and enterprise of
the collective, the group of insignificant people working
toward significant ends, those ends to be realized in the
amassing of material wealth and products. . . . In this new
mythic Nature Madame Zachanassian . . . is the inscrutable
God" (Askew, p. 93).
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This certainty again begins to fade as Claire disputes,
rather frankly, all of Ill’s attempts to compliment her.
straightforwardness, however, takes not only 111 aback.

Her
The

mayor later delivers a speech in which he, like 111, distorts
the truth of certain events of her youth, thus allowing him
to proclaim Claire to be a lover of justice and one who has
a feeling for charity.

Claire openly declares that the

charitable act mentioned was only a means toward a selfish
end, that she might once lie in a bed with 111 (p. 281).
Claire unpretentiously suggests that the policeman shut
both eyes now and then; she innocently asks the pastor if he
takes care of comforting those condemned to death (although
the death penalty has been abolished); later she asks the
doctor if he makes out the death certificates, and tells him
that in the future he should determine "heart attack” to be
the cause of death; casually she asks the gymnast if he,
with his strength, has ever strangled anyone.
even in. its

a p p a r e n t

i n n o c e n c e ,

to laugh at her "Bonnots"

is

h o r r i f y i n g .

Her openness,
1 3 .1

tries

<p. 279) , while the doctor and the

teacher are apparently disturbed by these questions.

The

teacher, as a matter of fact, seems to be the only one with
some insight into the situation.

In reference to the peculiar

ity that Ciaire had brought along a coffin and a black panther
in a cage, the mayor had merely remarked:
naben ihre Marotter" (p. 273).

"Weltberiihmte Damen

The teacher, on the other

hand, had made the following observation:

Schauerlich, wie sie aus dem Zug stieg, die alte
Dame mit ihren schwarzen Gewandern.

Koirant rrdr vor

wie eine Parze, wie erne griechische Sch.ieksa3.s~
gottin.

Soilte Klotho heiSen, nicht Claire, der

traut man es noch zu, daS sie Lebensfaden spinnt.
(pp. 273-274; emphasis added)
The figure of 111, the "beliehteste Person1ichkeit”
and the future "Nachfolger des Btirgermeisters” (p. 264),
who had been prematurely elevated to the level of the hero
status, is strongly overshadowed by the figure of the 11alte
Dame."

it is indeed her aim "to spin the threads of life."

It is in Claire's hands alone to restore the economic life
of Gillien.

In another brazen expression of truthfulness,

she plainly states that she will bring about a wealthier
future if Alfred 111 is killed.

This spinning of threads,

as in the words of the teacher, presents Claire as somewhat
of a "Schicksalsgottin," "eine Parze"
matt adds another aspect.

(p. 273).

But Barren™

With today's world of modern

technology, threads are spun by machinery.

Her humanism

replaced by financial assets, her flesh and blood replaced
by artificial limbs, Claire has become a profiteering
machine.

Her seven (and by the end of the play, nine)

marriages and divorces seem to be like products on an assembly
line, each finished product bringing the "machine" more
wealth.

This brings to mind Diirrenmatt's statement in rms

Theaterprob.
Ierne concerning tragic heroes and tragedy.

"Wir
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[finder. ] kerne tragischen Helden vor, sondern nur Tragodien,
die von Weitmetzgern inszeniert und von Hackmaschinen ausgefiihrt werden"

(Durrenmatt 1969, p. 119; emphasis added).

These tragedies are not a result of a single person or even
a group because "ihre Macht ist so riesenhaft, dafi sie selber
nur noch zufallige, auSere Ausdrucksformen dieser Macht sind"
and "die heutige Macht ist nur zum kleinsten Teil sichtbar,
wie bei einem Eisberg ist der groSte Teil im Gesichtslosen,
Abstrakten versunken"

(Durrenmatt 1969, p. 119).

In compar

ison to this " [die griecnische Tragodxe] setzt eine sichtbare
Welt voraus"

(Durrenmatt 1969, p. 119).

presented in this "tragische Kcmddie"
becomes visible.

The world of Glillen

(p. 255) is or at least

Claire is not the tip of the iceberg, she

is the iceberg, her sunken, dangerous parts revealed when she
explains that she has bought all of 68lien in order to generate
its decay.

Claire is the only catalyst, she can be the only

deterrent of further economic distress.
Once she has stated the one condition upon which the
future of Gullen depends, she also lets it be known that
there is no rush, she will wait.

She sits patiently upon

the balcony from where she can watch all the activity of the
Giillener.

She has already told 111 that she is "nicht

umzubringen” (p. 278) .

This apparent immortality provides

one more characteristic to the description of Claire as al
mighty.

Her having found Jakob Hiihnlein and Ludwig Sparr,

even though they were in opposite corners of the earth,
proves her ownership of the powers of an all-knowing, all-
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seeing being.

The fact that she is demanding justice through

laws which are now higher than the state's courts further
contributes to this aura of omnipotence, as does her ability
to buy the gangsters* release from prison.
This is the power which 111 must stand up against.

But

the townspeople, faithful to their "humanistic traditions”
do not turn away from him.

It is, as a matter of fact, 111,

who first admits his sin and is, therefore, greatly
appreciative of the support from the community.
ILL:

Ich bin ein alter Sunder, . . . wer ist dies

nichfc.

Es war ein boser Jugendstreich, den ich

ihr spielte, doch wie da alie den Antrag abgelehnt
haben, die Gtillener im Goldenen Apostel, einmutig,.
trots dem Elend, w a r ’s die schonste Stunde in
meinem Leben.

{p. 291)

The Giillener remain indignant and sneer at the old lady
as she sits on her balcony, waiting, smoking her expensive
cigars, breakfasting with her eighth husband, a handsome
movie actor.
DER ZWEITE:

Fur Geld kann. man eben alles haben.

(Er spuckt aus.)
DER ERSTE:

Nicht bei uns.

(Er schlagt mit der Faust auf den Tisch.)
(p. 292)
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The words of the citizens seem to prove their alliance
with their fellow townsman as they repeat the opinion of the
mayor expressed before Claire's arrival:
DER ERSTE:
111.
•

•

Wir stehen eben zu Ihnen.

Zu unserem

Felsenfest.
»

DER ZWEITE:

Du bist schlieBlich die beliebteste

Personlichkeit.
•

•

•

DER ZWEITE:

Wirst im Frubling zum Biirgermeister

gewdhlt.
(p. 291)
If their words seem of comfort to 111, their actions,
however, do not.

Each of his customers has begun to buy more

expensive items, whole milk instead of skim, imported tobacco
rather than domestic, cognac, which according to 111, no one
can afford, and some have even allowed themselves the luxury
of chocolate.

Everything is bought on credit.

If this were

not enough to provoke Ill's suspicion, the fact that all of
the townspeople are wearing new yellow shoes, also bought on
credit, is.

He knows that without the billionairess' endow

ment, they will not be able to pay their mounting debts, and
without his death, there will be no endowment.

Although the

Gtillener are not reckoning with his death and seem to believe
that everything will take care of itself, the former ''eventual
hero’s" fear rises,
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Out of fear for his life, he turns to the police,
demanding the arrest of Claire Zachanassian.

He fj.nds here,

however, no comfort, hut rather logical reasoning when the
policeman states thar this request for the arrest is un
warranted.

The argument used is:

"Eine Anstiftung zum Mord

liegt nur dann vor, wenn der Vorschlag, Sie zu ermorden,
ernst gemeint ist” (p. 295). The fact that the price of a
3
billion is exaggerated, a thousand or two would be more
probable, negates the seriousness of the offer.

Besides, the

instigation for Ill's murder is only a suggestion, and "Sie
konnen nicht durch einen Vorschlag bedroht werden, sondern nur
durch das Ausfiihren eines Vorschlags"

(p. 295).

Therefore,

since "kein Mensch bedroht Sie” (p. 297), 111 has no reason
to be afraid and, as a result, has no reason to seek Claire’s
4
arrest.
Naturally unsatisfied with this official's lack of
support, 111 seeks protection through another city official,
the mayor.

Unfortunately for 111, this m a n ’s reasoning is

even more negative than the policeman's.

The mayor reminds

him of the city'n "humanistic traditions" and is displeased

J The fact that Giillen is in Europe is given in the
mayor’s statement:
"Noch sind wir in Europe" (p. 285).
How
ever, to somewhat preserve the anonymity of the town,
described only as "cine Kleinstadt" (p. 253), no specific
type of currency is referred to.
4

One more argument which could have been used is that
Claire would not be the person 111 needs to fear since it
would not be she who would carry out the suggestion, but
re^ther one of the Giillener. But this would only have
acknowledged the townspeople's growing lack of support for 111.
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with 111*3 distrust,
BtlRGERMEISTER:

Wir verdienen Ihren Undank nicht.

Wenn Sie kein Vertraven in unsere Gemeinde zu
setzen verraogen, tun Sie mir leid.

Ich habe

diesen nihilistischen Zug nicht erwartet.
leben schliefilich in einem Rechtsstaat.

Wir
(p. 300)

Upon hearing this last statement, 111 once again demands
Claire’s arrest.

The mayor responds with a twofold answer;

on the one hand he is strongly stating Ill's guilt, on the
other he is feebly dismissing any possibility of Claire’s
request for justice being carried out.
BORGERMEISTER:

Sie haben schlieSlich zwei Burschen

zu Meineid angestiftet und ein Madchen ins nackte
Elend gestoflen. . . . Sie besitzen nicht das
moralische Recht, die Verhaftung der Dame zu verlangen, und auch als Btirgermeister koromen Sie nicht
in Frage.

. . . Da3 wir den Vorschlag der Dame

verurteilen, bedeutet nicht, daB wir die Verbrechen
billigen, die zu diesem Vorschlag gefuhrt haben,

.

. . DaS wir Ihnen im iibrigen die gleiche Hochachtung und Freundschaft entgegenbringen wie zuvor,
versteht sich von selbst.
schweigen Liber das Ganze.

. . . Es ist besser, wir
(pp. 300-301)

Finding both the police and the mayor to be of no help,
indeed, increasingly negative,

111 makes hrs way to the
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pastor.

Again he receives no assurance of physical safety.

The pastor advises him to worry about the eternal life of his
soul rather than the temporal life of his body.

This

emphasis on the immortality of the soul and the reminder
that the body will indeed perish, only serves to heighten
Ill's fears.

It is important to note that the pastor does

not, as the policeman and mayor did, dispute the fact that
someone may surely carry out Claire's request.
steps this issue with the statement:

He side

"Man soli nicht die

Menschen furchten, sondern Gott, nicht den Tod des Leibes,
den der Seele"

(p. 303}.

This vagueness is finally replaced

by a harsh admission of impending doom:
schwach, Christen und Heiden.
Giillen, die Glocke des Verrats.

"Fliehl

Wir sind

Flieh, die Glocke drdhnt in
Flieh, fhhre uns nicht in

Versuchung, indem du bleibst” (p. 305).

The use of the word

"Heiden" indicates the dissolution of the beliefs in the
cultural traditions of Giillen.

Ill now begins to fully

realize that it is no longer Claire who is his enemy, but
5
rather the whole town.
He takes the advice of the pastor and tries to flee,
but even this attempted escape is thwarted.
townspeople’s reassuring words,

Despite the

"Sehen Sie ja, wia beliebt Sie

Hurtenbach sees 111 and Claire, at the end of the play,
as having "no conflict . . . for now they are reconciled and
will remain united forever" (Hortenbach, p. 158).
Speidel
maintains that Claire's "real motive is love, although she
herself recognizes that it is perverted love" (Speidel, p. 21).
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sind," "das ganse Stadtchen begleitet Sie," and that as "alte
Freunae," they wish him "eine gute Reise," "ein schonas
weiteres Leben,” and "viel Gluck"

(p. 302), his fear that

one of the townspeople will hold him back makes it impossible
for him to board the train, the Giillener continually main
taining that "hier sind Sie am sichersten"

(p. 306).

sinks to the ground, claiming "Ich bin verloren"

Ill

(p. 309).

And indeed he is lost? especially the image of 111 as a
hero in the eyes of the Giillener is lost.

This negation of

his hero-status is furthered with the townspeople's discovery
that he, by deceiving Claire 45 years ago, is the cause for
the present state of Giillen.

It is noteworthy that the

Giillener do not at any time condemn Claire for the part she
plays in the destruction of the city, but place the entire
blame on 111.

Ill's wife goes even one step further when,

in connection with Claire’s eighth wedding, she states:
"Kiarchen ist das Gluck zu gonnen nach all der Misere"
315) .

(p.

It is understandable that the Giillener would not

attribute any guilt to Claire, as that may jeopardize their
chances for economic rehabilitation.

But by singling 111

out as the person solely responsible, the citizens do not
admit a true understanding of the whole situation.
In reference to this, Diirrenmatt, in his Nathwort to
Der Mitmacher, explains the similarity and difference between
the comic and the tragic hero:
Der Einzelne ist in dieser grotosken Situation kein
tragischer Held mehr, kann keiner mohr sein, doch,
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iasofern er vom Allgemeinen her nicht vers candlich
ist, auch kein rein komischer Held mehr, denn
wenn etwas den komischen und den tragischen Helden
verbindet, so ihr Scheitern und die Verstandlich™
keit ihres Scheiterns.

Was sie unterscheidet, ist

nur woran sie scheitern:

der tragische Held an

der Welt, der komische an seinem Charakter.
(Durrenmatt 1976, p. 168)
Insofar as 111 lied and had two others perjure themselves in
order to be cleared of the paternity charges brought against
him by Claire, he did indeed "scheitern an seinem Charakter.*"
However, the Giillener were able to live with this criminal
for 45 years before they condemned him, and their judgment
is brought about only due to false motivation.

So clarity

and true justification are lacking.
Ill, however, not only experiences one fall because of
his character at the age of 20, but another at the age of
65 due to the world, thereby nearing Durrenmatt's classifica
tion of a tragic hero.

It is the actions of the people in

his "world" and their "beliefs" which ultimately cause his
death.

He is not able to avoid this.

Although this fall

is due to the world, it does not, however, meet another
of the requirements, that is the "Verstandlicnkeit
Scheiterns"

(Durrenmatt 1976, p. 168).

[seines]

Ill's death is not

^ Hortenbach sees this instance as Ill's fal1 (uortenbach, p. 154).
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a result of his own fall, because he has come to realize his
guilt; his death is rather the fall of the Guller.er, as 111
himself says:
ILL:

Ich bin schlieSlicn Schuld daran.

. . . Ich

habe Klara zu dem gemacht, was sie ist, und mich
zu dem, was ich bin, ein verschmierter windiger
Kramer.
spielen?

Was soil ich tun.

. . ? Den Unschuldigen

Alies ist meine Tat, die Eunuchen, der

Butler, dcr Sarg, ^ie Milliards.

Ich kann mir

nicht helfen und auch euch nicht mehr.
(p. 323; emphasis added.)
John E. Sandford, in his article "The Anonymous
Characters in Durrerunatt's Der Besuch der alien Dame" points
out this "growing recognition of personal responsibility."
"What makes 111 distinct and lifts him above the anonymous
mass is of course his later development to a kind of tragic
hero: he becomes a 'mutiger Mensch' and accepts the punish
ment for whatever guilt he may have incurred"
p. 337).

(Sandford,

This statement finds i*-s basis not only in the

behavior of 111 and in the outcome of the play, but it is
also supported by Durrenmatt's own words in the Anr.erkung
where he describes 111 as
ein einfacher Mann, dem langsam etv/as aufgeht,
durch Furcht, durch Entsetzen, etwas hochst.
Personlich s, der an sich die Gerechtigkeit erlebt,
weil ar seine Schuld erkennt, der groB wird durch
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sein Sterben.

(p. 34 8)

Although Durrenraatt admits that 111, in this way,
becomes a hero, "scin Tod ist sinnvoll und sinnlos zugleich"
{p. 348).

Daviau and Dunkle state “Ill's death has meaning

in the sense that it allows him to grow into a mature and
responsible individual.

The inner harmony . . . makes him

invulnerable to further tribulations” and he "meets his
death in the heroic fashion of nineteenth-century drama"
(Daviau and Dunkle, p. 305).

On the other hand, they

comment further that "Ill's death has been futile in the
sense that it has not served as a moral lesson to his fellowmen" (Daviau and Dunkle, p, 305}.
The fact that there is no moral lesson to be learned by
the Giillener is seen by only one other Giillener besides 111,
and that is the teacher.

He is the only person to see the

situation clearly, realizing that the Giillener are committing
7
the same crime
for which they are condemning 111. The
teacher sees the blindness of the Giillener to their own
misconception of justice, admitting that even his view of
the whole situation will become obscured.

At the age of 20 111 had perjured himself and be
trayed the girl he loved so that he could marry another who
was in a better financial situation.
The people of Gdllen
are now perjuring themselves, insofar as they arc helping to
bring about a miscarriage of justice, and betraying their
"beliebteste Personlichkeit" for the sake of economic
improvement.

DER LEHRER:

Man wirci Sie toten. . . . Die Ver-

suchung .1st zu groS und unsere Armut zu bitter.
Aber ich weifi noth menr.

Auch ich werde mitmachen.

Ich fiihle, wie ich langsara zu einera Morder werde.
Mein Glaube an die Humanitat ist machtlos.

Und

well ich dies weiS, bin ich ein Saufer geworden.
Ich furchte mich, 111, so wie Sie sich gefiirchtet
haben.

Iloch weia ich, da£ auch einmal zu uns eine

alte Deane komraen wird, eines Tages, und daB dann
mit uns geschehen wird, was nui: nut ihnen geschieht
doch bald, in wenigen Stunden vielieicht, werde
ich es nicht mehr wissen.

(p. 324}

By stating that even he will soon no longer know these
truths which he is now stating, the second component of
tragedy and its tragic hero, namely that of the "Verstandlichkeit

[des 3 Scheiterns," does not exist.

everything continues to become more clear.

For 111, however
When the mayor

suggests suicide, 111 refuses:
Ihr miiSt nun m e m e Richter sein.

Ich unterwerfe

mich eurem Urteii, wie es nun auch ausfalle.

Fur

mich ist es die Gerechtigkeit, was es fur each ist,
weiB ich nicht.

Gott gebe, daS ihr vcr eurem

Urteii besteht.

(p. 328}

Just before 111 is put to death the pastor says he will pray
for him? Ill answers:

"Bet m

Sie fur Giillen" (p. 342).

He
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has come to realize that it is not his tragedy, it is the
Giillener1s tragedy, their own tragic fall.

However, since

it is not understood by them and it is not clear to them that
they have fallen, their situation xs one of grotesque mis™
conception.

8

Furthermore, it is not 111 who is thanked,

but rather Claire, although 111 is indeed largely responsible
for the Giillener obtaining the huge sum of money.

His death,

however, is seemingly ignored as the Giillener praise their
new-found wealth and, although only incidentally,
caterin'1 (p. 346}.

"die Wohl-

So Ill’s death is understood only by 111

himself.
Durrenmatt commented on the figure of Cop in Per Hitmacfaer and this epitaph-like explanation might just as well
have been written for Ills
In dieser Grotesxe wird jede Tragik unmSglich.
Sicher, Cop Cl11I] geht in den Tod.

Frexwiliig.

Dooh was ihn vos tragischen Helden unterscheidet
ist die Sinnlosigkeit seines Endes,

Er client mit

seinem Tod nicht der Allgeraeinheit, kann ihr nicht
dienen, weil es kein positives Allgerr ir.es gibt
und weil der tragische Held ohne dieses Positive
nicht auskommt, von dem er den Sinn seines Handelns

Therefore Daviau and Dunk le see "the town of Giilien
rather than 111 as the chief protagonist" (Daviau and Dunkle,
p. 304}, and "the sense of the play as the progression of
guilt from individuals to societies” (Daviau and Dunkle,
p. 306).

:4
bezient.

Grotesk ausgedriickt, spiegelbildlich:

Da das Allgemeine in diesem Stuck als das Korrupte,
Negative erscheint, kann Cop [111] bloS dem
Negativ-Allgemeinen dienen, indem er als Storfaktor
verschwindet, stirbt.
lich Sinnlose.

Dieser Tod 1st das eigent-

. . . Der Sinn

[seines Handelns]

liegt nur noch ira Subjektiven.

Sein Untergang

1st asozial, well er niemandem dient, rein
individuell, ein personlicher Fall und, wie jedes
nur Personliche, skandalos.

{Durrenmatt 1976,

p. 167}
With this reasoning then. 111 can be considered neither
a comic nor a tragic hero in the traditional sense.

Further

more, 111 is not directly the victim of Claire and her
enormous power.

Instead, this power, not fully recognized

by the Giillener, manipulates the townspeople making them
directly responsible for Ill's death.
of the society in which he lives.

Ill is thus the victim

This brings one back to

DCirrenmatt*s description of the "mutiger Mensch"

(Diirrenmatt

1969, p. 123) and his endurance, the type of protagonist
which has, in our day, replaced the classic tragic hero.
Ill finds the courage and has the insight to be a "hero" for
himself, which, according to Durrenm.; t, is the only possible
course for modern man.

Insofar as 111 did not commit suicide

("euer Handeln kann ich each nicht
accepted the town's verdict,

bnehmen," p. 328), and he

iri con junction with his
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recognition of his own guilt, he did not capitulate, but.
rather endured.
According to Aristotle's definition of a tragic situa
tion, it is one "that arouses the human feelings in one,
like the clever villain deceived, or the brave wrongdoer
worsted"

(Aristotle, p. 248).

Ill falls into this second

category as he was a "wrongdoer" 45 years ago.

Because of

his death he can be considered to have been "worsted" by his
fellow citizens.

"The change in the hero's fortunes must

not he from misery to happiness, but on the contrary from
happiness to misery? and the cause of .it must not lie in any
depravity, but in some great error in [sic] his part"
(Aristotle, p. 239).

Ill’s error of judgment is, of course,

that he expected Claire to help her native city but he did not
expect to be that which she takes in return for her aid.
The question remains, however, whether 111 is indeed
miserable and. if he was really defeated.

Considering the

fact that he goes willingly to his death ana, more important
ly, accepts this judgment of the townspeople because he has
come to realize his guilt, he is neither miserable nor defeated, but wins for himself a happy inner peace.

8

"The unhappy ending" is, according to Aristotle, the
"right line to take"

(Aristotle, p. 239) for tragedy.

8
u Askew, on the other hand, maintains "the tragedy of
Alfred 111 is that body and soul he becomes a commodity"
(Askew, p. lOO). "Alfred 111 is a tragic hero in the
classical sense; he is finally undone by a weakness of his
own heart and mind and values" (Askew, p. 101).
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Diirrenroatt admits, of course, that a tragic ending exists
here, but insists:
Die alte Dame ist ein hoses Stuck• doch gerade
deshalb darf es nicht hose, sondern aufs humanste
wiedergegeben werden, mit Trauer, nicht mit Zorn,
doch auch mit Humor, denn nichts schadet dieser
KomSdie, die tragisch endet, mehr als tie^ischer
Ernst,

(p. 349)

Another point very well worth mentioning is Aristotle's
description of Comedy in contrast to Tragedy-

It depicts

action at the end of which "the bitterest enemies walk off
good friends. » , , with no slaying of anyone by anyone”
(Aristotle, p, 239).

Again, as in the case of Romulus and

Odoaker, it can be meekly argued that 111 and Claire are
enemies and that 111 "walks" off with his enemy at the end.
However, 111 is slain.

Also, to accept Speidel’s inter

pretation that Claire's motive is love and not revenge, and
to realise the fact that it is the town of Culler., i.e., the
citizens as a collective, which causes Ill’s death, Aristotle’s
prescribed ending for a Comedy and the ending of this play
have very little in common.
So one is left with a drama which does not fall entirely
into the category of tragedy nor into that of comedy, with
a "hero” who therefore cannot
nor completely comic.

be

considered wholly tragic

The designation "tragische Kombdie"

(p. 255) applies not only to the piece as a whole; 111 is
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also to be considered as a mixture of the tragic and the
comic, his heroics being "sinnvoll und sinnlos zugleich"
(p. 348).

Chapter IV. Die Physiker

In an interview with Ludwig Mennei in late 1961, Diirrenmatt announced that his new play, namely Die Physiker, was
nearing completion.

With the first performance scheduled for

February of 1962 at the SchauspieIhaus in Zurich, Durrenmatt
permitted the public a glimpse of the inner core of the play,
stating:
* J;,:
Der Geftalt: die FTueht aus der Tat 1st unmogiich.
.

•"

‘

|

Hi-'

•

Das innere Thema ist die Freiheit der Wissenschaft,
die V e r an two r t un g und die Frage:

Gibt es sine

H5glichke.it dieser Verantwortung zu entgehen?
Es gibt aber keine Fiucht. . . . Was madden wir
mit einer Wahrheit, die lebensgefShrlich wird?
Das ist das Problem der heutigen Wissenschaft.
(Mennei, p. 32)
When dealing with this play which tells the story of
three physicists, and keeping the last question in mind, one
is interested in finding out what solution,

if any, Durren

matt allows his scientists to come up with.

A study of the

protagonist, Mobxus, his colleagues Lmstein and Newton, and
of the antagonist Fraulein Dr. h. c. Dr. rned. Mathild von
Zahnc is therefore needed, as the characters of the various
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figures in the play will determine their possible solutions.
Before the play begins the reader is informed of an
earlier event.x

Three months before, one of the three

physicists, Herbert Georg Beutler, a man who believes he is
Newton, had strangled his nurse, Dorothea Moser, "und nun
hat sich der gleiche Vorfall aufs neue ereignet"
1970b, p. 289).

(Durrenmatt

This time it was Ernst Heinrich Ernesti, or

Einstein, as he prefers to be called, who murdered his nurse,
Irene Straub.

Since the incidents have taken place in an

insane asylum, the inspector is unable to make any arrests
in the case..

Rather than use the word "Morder,” the

frustrated inspector is forced to use “Tiber,* likewise the
substitution of :,Unglueksfall,f for "Mordw {pp. 291, 300, 301).
'*"■

'j

• '*

.

v,

'

A

..

■'

. ,f.;r .•

- '•

,J:

Newton is the first of the..three to appear, and in a
f T

’

.

••

conversation with Inspector VoB, who is waiting to speak
to the doctor, he sheds the first glimmer of light onto the
case of the physicists.

He statesi

Ich ertrage Unordnung nicht.

Ich bin eigentlich

nur Physiker aus Ordnungsliebe geworden . . .
um die scheinbare Unordnung in der Natur auf
eine adhere Ordnung zurtickzuftihren.

(p. 294}

1

mhis information is available in the beginning stage
directions and will be voiced again later within the play for
the benefit of the theater audience.
2

All further references to this work appear in this
chapter by giving the page number only.
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Already one of the distinctions Diirrenmatt makes between
tragedy and comedy is called to mind, namely the order or
lack of order in the world.
gestaltete Welt voraus.

"Die Tragodie . . . setzt eine

Die homddie . . . erne ungestaitete,

im Werden, ini Umsturz begriffene.

.

(Diirrenmatt 1969,

p. 120).
One is also reminded of Diirrenmatt's concept of "mutige
Menschen"

(Diirrenmatt 1969, p 123):

"Die verlorene Weltord-

nung wird in ihrer Brust wieder hergestellt® (Diirrenmatt
1969, p. 123).

However, since the statement comes from some

one who maintains he is Newton, then Einstein (he pretends
to be Newton, actually, as to not upset Ernest! who thinks
he is Einstein), not much importance is attributed to the
comment by the inspector nor by the audience.

Berides, the

statement is made while Newton is straightening up the room.,
an act which suggests that his "order" is on a very small
scale.
As the playful lunatic, Newton asks the inspector if
he knows anything about electricity.

With this he offers

an albeit seemingly odd defense, for a physicist by stating
chat the product which stems from a physic.st’s theories,
which were based only on observing nature, is "von der
Erkenntnis unabhangig . . . die zu [der] Erfindung fuhrte"
(p. 297) .

He denies the responsibility of the physicists

and calls the inspector a criminal, because he dares to turn
a light on despite the fact that he has no understanding of
electricity.

This question of responsibility reflects
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another of Diirrenmatt's claims;
Verar.twortung voraus.

“Die Tragodie setzt .

In der Wurstelei unseres Jahrhunderts,

in diesera Kehraus der wei Sen Rasse, gibt es , - . keine
Verantwortlichen mehr"

(Durrenmatt 1969, p. 122).

Next, one finds Dr. von 2 a h n and Inspector VoS trying
to find some possible reason for the actions of both Newton
and Einstein.

Von Zahnd capsulizes their backgrounds:

They

were both, as Beutler and Ernesti, nuclear physicists, both
of them worked with radioactive materials, both went crazy,
their illnesses are worsening, both became dangerous, and
both killed nurses.

The suggestion is a "Veranderung des

Gehirns durch RadioakfcIvitSt" (p. 302)..

Naturally VoS

becomes concerned about the possibility of a third murder
being committed, perhaps by Mobius.

Von Zahnd assures him'

that Mobius is harmless, his condition is stable, and he had
nothing to do with radioactivity.
The audience meets this third physicist, Mobius, "ein
vierzigjShriger, etwas unbeholfener Mensch” (p. 308), in
the following scene.

His family has come to say good-bye.

His wife has divorced him and married a missionary, who has
a position in the Mariana Islands.
that Mobius* background is revealed.

It is in this episode
He is pictured as

having been one of "he most promising physicists, who sudden
ly became insane, claiming that King Solomon appeared to him.
Mobius destroys his family's sincere attempt at a
sensitive parting.

He acts the part of a totally insane man,

carrying on about Solomon, who is "nicht mehr der grofie
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croidene Konig . . . er hat s e m e n Purpurmantel von sich
geworfen, nackt und stiiikend kauert er in meinen Zimmer ais
der arme Konig der Wahrheit"

(p. 312).

He accuses his family

of having insulted Solomon; they should be curt- i, they,
along with the Mariana Islands, should drown in the Maria' ,
Trench; he never wants to see them again.

This seemingly

cruel display is given a rational and loving explanation,
however.

Mobius explains later to his nurse, Monika

Stettler, the only one in the whole institution to whom he
is close, that he made it possible in this way for his
family to forget him "rait gates® Gewissen"

(p. 315) .

In this scene with Monika, a part of the background of
the play is further explained.

Through, the example of

the Mobius-MonIka relationship, the audience is made more
acutely aware of the Mewton-Dorothea and Einstein-Irene
relationships.

And indeed it makes the two previous murders

and, now, the murder of Monika seem definitely within the
realm of the insane.

It becomes obvious that all three

physicists loved their nurses, and the nurses wanted to re
turn that love.

Because of this positive emotion, the three

nurses had to be killed.
The differences between the first two cases and that of
Mobius is that Mbbius wants to be arrested.

The inspector

is of another opinion.
INSPEKTOR:

Ich habe drei Mdrder gefunden, die

ich mit gutem Gewissen nicht zu verhaften brauche.
Die Gerechtigkeit macht 7urn ersfcen Male Perien,

ein immenses Gefvihl.

(p. 330)

Up to this point the horrifying antics of three insane
scientists have dominated the stage.

Their apparent

characters do not correspond to Aristotle's description of
the "characters of the tragic personages"
242).

(Aristotle, p.

They are not “good"; they have murdered their nurses.

There is not yet any evidence of a "moral purpose."

Further

more, the characters are not acting according to the normally
accepted behavior attributed to their sex and social posi
tion.

They are three insane men who, at this point, seem

to fit Aristotle’s mold for comic characters, namely,
"personages worse . . . than the men of the present day"
(Aristotle, p. 225).

But just as the folly of Romulus’

passion for raising hens was shown to be a replacement for
the empirical duties which he could not, with a clear
conscience, perform, the motive behind the physicists’
pretended insanity is revealed.

Newton’s real name is Alec

Jasper Kilton, Einstein’s is Joseph Eisler; both are spies,
one from the west, the other from the east.

They had gotten

themselves committed so that they might possibly gain access
to Mobius’ scientific writings.

Both consider Mobius to be

the greatest physicist of all time.

They have been forced

to reveal their identities to Mobius, because the time has
come to flee; the murdered nurses are being replaced by male
guards.
with the motives of Einutein and Newton revealed,
Mobius is compelled to reveal his.

It becomes obvious that
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ne, too, had taken on the raask of a mentally ill, "nervenkrank” ip. 333) man.

Whereas Einstein's and Newton’s orders

were to uncover and make public Mdbius1 advancements in the
field of science, Mdbius’ actions had the exactly opposite
purpose.

Through his being committed he hoped to invalidate

the concept that he was a genius in the field of physics,
and in doing so, invalidate his scientific writings.

He

believed that no one would take a man seriously, who claimed
that he was receiving his information from King Solomon.

In

this way he attempts to protect the world from the conse
quences of his discoveries.

At this point the subject of

the drama turns from comic to tragic.

As in the case of

Romulus, one sees the “serious subject*

{Aristotle, p. 229)

beginning to outweigh the “dramatic p:^ture of the Ridiculous”
(Aristotle, p. 228).
Mdbius, unlike his two colleagues, does not maintain
that he is another person, but only that Solomon appears to
him, providing him with the answers to questions which have
continued to puzzle all scientists.

By keeping his own self

physically apart from the controlling figure of Solomon,
Mobius attempts to keep the “scientist" aspect of his own
character outside of himself; that is, he projects this part
of himself onto Solomon.

In this way he pretends to free

himself from the guilt he would have had to feel if it had
been Mdbius himself who had discovered the answers.

This

guilt is taken off his shoulders and placed on those of a
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formerly great golden king 3 who has turned into a naked and
stinking poor king of the truth,
Solomon, who is presenting Mobius with vast amounts
of knowledge, is portrayed in Mobious' eyes in such a
negative way precisely because of all the information he is
bestowing upon this physicist.

Just as Newton had expressed

his negative opinion of one who uses the products of scien
tists without an understanding of their origins, Mobius goes
a step further and condemns the scientists whose original
theories lead to the criminal acts Newton described.

He sees

that the responsibility for the consequences should rest on
the shoulders of the scientists themselves.

M5BIUS:

Soli xch den Unschuldigen spielen?

wir denken, hat seine Folgen.

Was

Es war meine Fflicht,

die Auswirkungen zu studieren, die meine Feldtheorie und meine Gravitationslehre haben wiirden.
Das Resuitat 1st verheerend.

Neue, unvorstellbare

Energien wiirden freigesetzt und eine Technik
ermoglicht, die jeder Phantasie spottet, falls
meine Untersuchung in die Hande der Menschen
fiele.

(p. 338)

j Just as Mobius places the guirc of the "scientist" on
Solomon, he also makes him responsible for Monika’s death,
stating:
“Konig Salomo befahl es" (p. 328).
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Durrenmatt, in a discussion with Martin Esslin, commented
on this responsibility of the scientist;
Once a scientist has followed a certain trend of
thought he simply cannot run away from its conse
quences, its practical results.
of cowardice.

That is an act

(Esslin 1963, p. IS)

From this standpoint, Mobius is not to be seen as a coward.
It is not the consequences of his scientific advancements
which he is avoiding, it is the scientific advancements
themselves.

He is fully aware of the effects they may h a v e ,

the “practical results," and he is attempting to negate the
possibility of any negative consequences.

It is one m a n ’s

heroic attempt to eliminate a world-wide problem.
However, .Durrenmatt allows two other points of view
to be expressed through the figures of Newton and Einstein.
NEWTON;

Ss geht us die Freiheit unserer Wissen-

sehaft und us nichts welter.

Wer diese Freiheit

garantiert, ist glelchghltig.

Ich diene jedem

System, last mich das System in P.uhe,

Ich weiS,

man spricht haute von der Verantwortung der Physiker,

Wir haben es auf eimnal mit der Furcht zu

tun und werden moralisch.

Das ist Unsinn.

Wir

haben Pionierarbeit zu leisten und nichts auSerdem.

Ob die Menschheit den Weg zu gehen versteht,

den wir ihr bahnen, ist ihre Sache, nicht die
unsrxge.
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EINSTEIN:
leisten.

agegeben.

Wir haben Pionierarbeit zu

Das 1st auch meine beinung.

Dcch dilrfen

wir die Veranfcvortung ni:at ausklammern.

Wir

liefern der Menschheit gewaltige Machtmittel,
gibt uns das Recht, Bedingur.gen zu stellen,

Das
Wir

mussen Machtpolitiker warden, weil wir Physiker
sind.

Wir milssen entscheiden, zu wessen Gunsten

wir unsere Wissenschaft anwenden, und ich habe mich
entschieden.

(p. 338)

Believing that they both have opposing convictions and
realizing that neither of them can pretend to have Mdbius in
his control, Einstein and Newton decide on a duel.

If

necessary the victor may also have to shoot Mobius; '* fe)r
mag der wichtigste Mann der Welt sein, seine Manuskripte
sind wichtiger"

(p. 339).

However, this plan is useless,

since Mdbius has burned his manuscripts.
Mobius realizes that the three of them will have to
reach a logical conclusion together.
ker.

"Wir sind drei Physi-

Die Entsoheidung, die wir zu fallen haben, 1st eine

Entscheidung unter Paysikern.
vorgehen” (p. 340).

Wir miissen wissenschaftlich

By examining their arguments, Mdbius

discovers certain similarities.

For all three physicists,

"das Ziel ist der Fortgang der Physik"

(p. 340).

Through

further questioning Mobius realizes that Einstein’s and
Newton's opinions are, ultimately, not as diametrically
opposed as they seem.

Whereas Newton completely dismisses

the validity of placing the responsibility

f the effects
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of his scientific investigations solely on his shoulders,
Einstein subjects himself and his research to the "Machtpolitiker,” trusting that they will deal with his findings
responsibly.

"Ich kann naturlich nur hoffen, die Parted

befolge meine Ratschlage, mehr nicht"

(p. 341).

By ad

mitting that he is not in complete control he contradicts
his own idea of himself as the responsible figure.

Both are,

through Mobius* interrogation, pressured into acknowledging
that their physicists can not be considered entirely free
because they are "bereit, wissenschaftliche Probleme zu
iosen, die fur die Landesverteidigung entscheidend sind"
(p. 341).

Mdbius validly reads a negative connotation into

this seemingly positive statement and responds:
Jeder preist mir eine andere Theorie an, docb die
Realitat, die man mir fcietet, ist dieselbe:
Gefdngnis.

Da ziehe ich mein Irrenhaus vor.

ein
Es

gibt mir wenigstens die Sicherheit, von Politikern
nicht ausgentltzt zu v/erden.

(p. 341)

Mobius tells his two colleagues that it was his sense
of responsibility which compelled him to keep his discoveries
secret.

Only in this way could he be certain that his knowl

edge would not, through abuse by others, lead to the dr .trac
tion of mankind.
MOBIUS:

Ich wahlte die Narrenkappe.

Ich gab vor,

der Konig Saiomo erscheine mir, und schon sperrte
man mich in ein Irrenhaus.

Wir mussen unser Wissen zuriicknehmen, und ich habe
es zuru'-'kqenorrar.en.

Es gibt keine andere Losung,

auch fiir euch nicht.
o

a

«

Nur im Irrenhaus sind wir noch frei.

Nur im Irren-

haus diirfen wir noch denken.

In der Freiheit sind

unsere Gedanken Sprengstoff.

(pp. 342-343}

b*nce they are not really insane, Newton and Einstein
are naturally displeased with MSbius* solution that they
remain in the asylum.

Mobius reminds them of another aspect

of their situation, namely that all three of them are
murderers.

Einstein and Newton are also unhappy with this

opinion, since they maintain, and Mdbius agrees, that all
of them had reasons for the murders,

He has them then look

at the whole state of things in another light:
MOBIUS:

Sollen unsere Morde sinnlos werden?

Entweder haben wir geopfert Oder gemordet.

Ent-

weder bleiben wir im Irrenhaus, oder die Welt wird
eins.

Entweder loschen wir uns im Gedachtnis der

Menschen aus, oder die Menschheit erlischt.
(p. 343)
Mobius explains that he had killed Monika, "damit nicht
ein noch schrecklicheres Morden anhebe” (p. 343). 4

He is

4 Aristotle makes an interesting statement concerning
exactly this type of action;
"As for the question whether

7'-.
able to convince Newton and Einstein that their silence is
imperative.

The two choose to remain with Mobius in the

asylum; they will act with reason so that they may honor
and be worthy of the nurses’ devotion.
dead nurse:

Mobius asks his

”Gib uns die Kraft, als Narren das Geheimnis

unserer Wissenschaft treu zu bewahren"

(p. 344).

They take up their masks of insanity a second time.
Eisler accepts the role of Einstein, just as Kilton again
becomes Newton, and M5bius appears ready for another visit
from Solomon.

There is a quiet heroism in this scene's

closing lines as they describe themselves:
NEWTON:
EINSTEIN:
MdBTUS:

Verriickt, aber weise.
Gefangen, aber frei.
Pfeysiker, aber unschuldig.

(p. 344)

Had Durrenmatt ended the play here, it would have been
a beautifully touching portrayal of three brave and gallant
heroes who, through self-sacrifice, attempted to save the
world from disaster, and succeeded in doing so.

This, how

ever, is precisely what Diirrenmatt feels is no longer
possible.

A "schlimmstm5glic;.e Wendung” (p. 353) must occur,

and it does, due to the fie

e of Frl. Doktor von Zahnd.

something said or done in a poem is morally right or not,
in dealing with that one should consider not only the intrinsic
quality of the actual word or deed, but also the person who
says or does it, the person to whom he says or does it, the
time, the means, and the motive of the agent— whether he does
it to attain a greater good, or to avoid a greater evil”
(Aristotle, p. 261; emphasis added.)
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From the beginning of the play until almost the very end,
Frl. Doktor von Zahnd is seen as a compassionate human being,
truly concerned about her patients* well-being.

When Ein

stein, after he has murdered his nurse, is distressed and
needs to calm his nerves by playing the violin, she helps
him through this emotional crisis by accompanying him on the
piano, just as she had played chess with Newton so that he
could settle down after he had strangled his nurse.

She

implores the inspector to use the word "Tater” when referring
to her two patients, rather than ”Morder," and the term
"Unglucksfalle” rather than "Horde” (pp. 300, 301) .
D r . von Zahnd treats MSbius1 wife with much under
standing.

To Frau Base's request that her three sons be

allowed to meet their father before they leave for the
Marianas, she answers:

”. . .

vom Srztlichen Standpunkfce

aus mogen sich zwar einige Bedenken rnelden, aber rnenschlich
finde ich Ihren Wunsch begreiflien und gebe die Bewilligung
zu diesem Familientreffen g e m "

(pp. 305-306) , thereby show

ing her concern not only for her patient but also for every
one else involved.

She lends moral support to this woman,

who feels she is deserting her husband and is sure that if
she can no longer pay for Mbbius to be kept in this private
sanatorium, he will be transferred to a state institution.
Von Zahnd assures her that Mdbius will be able to stay where
he is, there is always funding available.

Besides, Mdbius

has grown accustomed to his surroundings and has found
colleagues here.

Von Zahnd declares:

"Ich bin schiieSlich

kein Unmensch"

(p. 308).

The good doctor even gives two of tr
Monika, permission to take Einstein and
asylum so that the two couples could m
showing her concern for everyone's h

arses, Irene and
nxus oat of the

ry.

s

Again, she is

mess.

However, throughout the play Diirrenmatt allows a few
hidden clues to escape, which indicate that there is
definitely a negative side to tne apparently all-good Irrendr 2 tin ,

In an early discussion with the inspector she

states;

"Fur wen sich meine Fat lenten ha 1ten, bestiiaxne ich.

Ich kenne sie weitaus besser aIs sie sich selber kennen”

(p. 299).

The use of the word "bestimmen" shows her control

over her patients *
"Alletnerbih.
(p. 302),

She also tells the inspector that she is

Schicksal, Vofi.

ich bin immer Alleinerbin"

This statement is an early clue to the outcome

of the play.

Not only her own "Schicksal" but also that of

the physicists will once again provide her with the opportunity
of becoming the "Alleinerbin."
When the inspector voices his and the district
at t o m e

j

concern, saying "es handelt sich nicht um Mdrder,

sondern urn Verriickte, und die kCnnen eben jederzeit morden"
(r

00;, Frl. Doktor von Zahnd responds:

"Gesunde auch und

3 Although it is not directly stated, it can be assumed
that Newton, too, stood the chance of getting out of the
asylum with Dorothea.
The three separate situations were
similar in every other way: all three couples roved one
another; each of the three nurses saw througn the disguise
of her respective scientist; all three physicists murdered
their nurses because of the nurses' discovery of the truth.
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bedeutend ofters"

(p. 300).

This could be understood in

various ways; either she is considering herself to be sane
and privately acknowledging the fact that she committed the
murders, or she is, at least to herself, admitting that the
three physicists are not at all insane.
states;

Ironically, she

"Wie warm wir nicht imstande waxen, gefahrliche

and .ingefShrliche Patienten zu unterscheiden"

(p. 300}.

The inspector, of course, attributes a different connotation
to these statements. He understands them to be merely her
defense of her patients.
Upon giving Monika permission to take Mobius out of the
asylum., she stated, according to Monika, "sie selfost sei
verriSckter aIs [M5bius]* (p. 321}.

This statement admits

the grotesque paradox which effects the whole outcome of the
play, its characters as well as its action.
Zahnd is indeed the only crazy figure,

6

Frl. Deleter von

yet it is she who

reigns over those in. the sanatorium, and who, up until the
Aristotelian “Discovery attended by Peripeties" (Aristotle,
p. 237) or the Durrenmattian unveiling of the paradox, seems
to be the sane one in comparison to the three physicists.
After the death of Monika it is she who uses the words
"Mcrder" and "Mord" and it is the inspector who must en-6

6
Even the doctor herself hints at the possibility of
her own psychological instability:
"Keine Farr.iIie isfc so alt,
daS es beinahe einem kleinen medizinischen Wunder gleichkommt,
wenn ich far relativ normal gelten darf, ich me m e , was meinen
Geisteszustand betrifft" (p. 302).
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courage her to substitute "Ungliicksfall" and Tatar” (p. 326).
This, too, gives a quick glimpse of the character behind
the mask of the concerned, humanitarian doctor.

The final piece of hidden evidence proving that von
Zahnd *s true character is not as kind-hearted as it seems is
her reason for hanging the picture of her father, General
Leonidas von Zahnd in the physicists 1 livingroom:

"Br lie! -

te He1dentode, und sowas hat in diesera Hause ja nun
stattgefunden" (p. 345).
different ways.

This could be understood in two

It can be seen as a memorial to the three

nurses who, at least as far as von Zahnd is concerned.# die I
like heroes for the doctor’s cause, although they were
completely unaware of this.

The second and stronger pass:b-

ility is to see the statement as Dr. von Zahnd*s view edf o:he
situation of the physicists.

At this point she already

knows who they are and why they are there.

She has alrea- y

planned their fate; they will remain in the asylum, cut a: f
from the rest of the living world.
Of course these clues are only obvious in retrospect.
Therefore, it is understandable that the physicists, like
the audience, do not discover the true character of von
Zahnd unt'1 she herself reveals it.

She calls the three

physicists together and declares that she is aware of
Eisler 5s and Kilton’s identities, she knows that Mob ius is
denying Solomon’s appearances.

She had overheard the entire

conversation that took place between the three of them.
Now comes the "schiimmstradgliche Wendung” (p. 353), the

"Discovery," the best form of which is, as it is here,
"attended by Peripeties” (Aristotle, p. 231).

Frl. Doktor

von Zahnd announces that Solomon has appeared before her.
He has ordered her to take over Mobius' position, as Mdbius
has betrayed the great king FRL. DOKTOR:

Aber Mdbius verriet ihn.

Er ver-

suchte zu verschwex gen, was nicht verschwiegen
werden konnfce.

Dean was ihm offenbart worden war,

1st kein Geheimnis.

Weil es denkbar ist.

Denkbare wird eimaal gedacht.
Zukunft„

Aiies

Jetzt Oder in der

Was Salome gefunden hatte, kann einmal

auch ein ande-rer finden, es sollfce die Tat des
7
goldenen Kdnigs bleiben.
(p. 348)
To insure that Solomon receive his deserved, recognition,* she
has photocopied all of Mdbius* writings.

7 The question arises as to whether Frl. Doktor von Zahnd
is or is not crazy. She may be seen in an especially cruel
light if one considers the possibility of a hoax. Perhaps
she is brutally teasing the physicists with the same game
•which the/ had attempted to play, namely, pretending to wear
the mask of the mentally insane.
On the other hand Elisabeth
Brock-Sulzer emphatically states: "Da6 die Arztin tatsachlich
eine Irre ist, kann kein F.inwand dagegen sein" (Brock-Sulzer
1964, p. 123).
Other critics agree that she is "an insane
female psychiatrist" (Tiusanen, p. 282), Schiller comments
on von Zahnd*s statement that the healthy commit murder con
siderably more often than the insane:
"Die Arztin niramt sich
selfost und den K r i m m a l inspector nicht da von aus, auch unter
bestimmten Voraussetzungen zu toten. Sie schwdcht diese Feststellung aber fiir ihre Person wieder a b : ’Heine Familie ist
so alt, daS es be inane einem kleinen rnedi zini schen Wunder
gleich komrnt, wenn ich fiir relativ normal gel ten darf, ich
meine, was meaner Geisteszustand betrifft*" (Schiller 1976,
p. 75).
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Mobias tries to convince her that Solomon has never
appeared before him.

"Ich habe ihn nur erfunden, um meine

Entdeckungen geheimzuhalten"
believe him.

(p. 349).

She refuses to

He threatens to tell the world the truth, that

she has been exploiting not only him, but his wife as well.
Von Zahnd points out that Mobius is powerless.

No one would

believe him if he tried to prove that she stole his manu
scripts, "denn fur die dffentlichkeit [ist er3 nichts
anderes als ein gefahrlicher Verriickter.
Mord"

(p. 349).

Durch [seinen]

This is true not only for Mobius, but also

for Einstein and Newtcn.
Von Zahnd then admits that it was due to her own careful
planning that the three of them we :e pressured into committing
murder.
FRL. DOKTQR:

Das Wissen Salomes muGte gesichert

und euer Verrat bestraft warden.
unschadlich machen.

Ich muBte euch

Durch eure Morde.

die drei Krankenschwestern auf euch.
Handeln konnte ich rechnen.

Ich hetzte
Mit eure®

Ihr waret bestimmbar

wie Automaton und habt getotet vie Henker.

(p. 349)

At this, the normally calm, passive MObius looses control
and attempts to throw himself at the doctor, but is held back
by Einstein.

Frl. Doktor von Zahnd explains the uselessness

of such actions.

The sanatorium has been turned into a

prison and the guards "sind keine Xrrenwarter;
der Chef [von Zahnds ] Werkpolizei"

(p. 350),

Sievers ist
There is no

7?
escape.

Ironically, Frl. Doktor von Zahnd had protested

when Inspector VoS had commented on the insufficient safety
precautions:
haus.

"Xch leite eine Heilansfcalt, nicht ein Zucht-

Sie konnen schlieBlich die Morder auch nicht ein-

sperren, bevor sie morden" {p. 300).
She continues with a description of the extent of her
power and of her future personal achievements:
FRL. DOKTOR;

Nun werde ich machtiger sein als

meine Voter.

Mein Trust wird herrschen, die

Lander, die Kontinente erobern, das Sonnensystem
ausbeuten, nach dem And romedanebe1 fahren.
Rechnung ist aufgegangen.

Die

Nicht zugunsten der

Welt, aber zugunsten einer alten, buckle
frau.

(p. 350)

The three physicists are left alone.

They realize that

"alles ist ausgespielt", "die Welt ist in die Hande einer
verruckten Irrenarztin gefallen"

(p. 350).

No longer the

self-sacrificing heroes, Einstein and Newton take up their
masks for a third time.

They will attempt to carry on, en

dure, in a world of chaos.
Die Welt [die Buhne somit, die diese Welt bedeutet]
stsht fur mich als ein Ungeheures da, als ein
Ratsel an Unheil, das hingenommen v/erden muS,
vor dem

e s

j e d o c h

kein Kapitulieren gebsn darf.
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(Durrenmatt 1969, p. 123}8
Durrenmatt, in the discussion with Esslin quoted above,
commented on the "impossibility of escaping the consequences
of one’s thinking” and that running away from these conse
quences would be 11an act of cowardice” (Esslin 1963, p. 15) .
As long as Mdbius was able to keep his discoveries secret,
there was no danger of "consequences’* ever arising.

For

Durrenmatt, however, Mobius was a hero who "goes to great
lengths to avoid a disaster he fears, and yet everything he
does to prevent the disaster does in fact sake it inevitable*’
(Esslin IS,63, p. 15}.

But by allowing Mdbius to realize

that "was eimrial gedacfat wurde, kana isicht mebr zuriickge'■imen warden" (p

'" "

-renmatt • * -■~ *’ - way for

to rise to the level of the mutiger Mensofa.

The author leads

this process to its completion by portraying Mdbius as a. man
who acknowledges the fact that the scientific advancements,
with which von 2ahnd will rise to power, stem from him; that
he, and not Solomon, Is responsible.

Mdbius* acceptance of

this is shown through his statement that he is Solomon.
He is no longer projecting the responsibility and subsequent
guilt on a figure outside of himself.
MOBIUS:

Ich bin Salomo.

Salomo.

Einst war ich unermeSlich reich, wei.se

und gottesfiirchtig.

8

Ich bin der arrae Kdnig

Ob meiner Macht erzitterten

Brackets appear in original text.
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die Gewaltigen.

Ich war ein Fiirst des Friedens und

der Gerechtigkeit.

Aber meine Wei sheit zerstdrte

meine Gottesfurcht, und als ich Gott nicht roehr
fiirchtete, zerstdrte meine ’
Weishe it meinen Reichtum.

Nun sind die Stadte tot, iiber die ich regier-

te, mein Reich leer, das mir anvertraut worden war,
eine blauschinunernde Waste, und irgendwo urn einen
kleinen, gelben, namenlosen Stern kreist, sinnlos,
imraerzu, die radioaktive Erde.

Ich bin Salerno,

ich bin Salome, ich bin der arme Konig Saiomo.
{pp. 351-352}
Durrenmatt does call this play "eine Komodie"
rnt

1970%

~

’- due *-0

{Dtirren-

c* the element

of the grotesque and the paradoxical twist of fate that the
action which takes place in the sanatorium does seem comical,
However, Durrenmatt capsulizes the tragedy of the physicists
in Points 16 through 18 of his "21 Punkte zu den Physikern":
Der Inhalt der Physik geht die Physiker an, die
Auswirkungen alle MenschenWas alle angeht, kdnnen nur alle losen.
Jeder Versuch eines Einzelnen,

fur sich zu 15sen,

was alle angeht, rauS scheitorn,

{Durrenmatt

1970b, p. 355)
Mobius' concern for all of humanity obligated him to
insure the safety of the whole world, in his own silent,
heroic way.

The safety of the whole world, however, must

be a topic of concern for the whole world.

Mobius, even

with the enlisted help of Einstein and Newton, cannot do it
alone.

He and his two colleagues can insure only their own

safety and endure the fate which has befallen them.

9

Schiller comments on Mobius' curtain speech:
"So
stelIt er sich in seinem SchluBmonolog im Biid des Konigs
Salomo als Wissenschaftier und Mensch dar, der auf die End-*
zeit wartet” (Schuler 1976, p, 70; emphasis added.)

Chapter V. Conclusion

In a close examination of the three plays, strong
similarities become evident.

Not only do the various heroes

have similar traits, but there exist likenesses in the stage
settings; comparisons can be drawn between the attitudes
of the opposing characters as well as between certain events;
at times phrases from one play are discovered in another.
All this deserves attention.
ith, th# settings ail have some thing provoklng-

To
ly similar.

Granted, the action in Romulus der GroSe all

takes place at the imperial residence, which only sounds
very impressive.

In reality, that is, the reality portrayed

on the stage, it is seen as a "halb

[serfaliens3 Villa”

(Dtirrenmatt 1970a, p. 33), a "schmutziger Hiihnerhof," a
''verdrecktes Landhaus” (Durreuraatt 1970a, p, 37) .

Der Besuch

der alten Dame, on the other hand, presents a whole city on
Its stage, but like the emperor's residence, it, too, is
described as "zerfallen"

(Dtirrenmatt 1970a, p. 259).

The

action in Die Physiker again is centered in one building,
indeed one room, and it, too, is described negatively as an
"etwas

tveriotterte ] ’Villa"1 (Dtirrenmatt 1970b, p. 287).

In this last case even the normally impressive word Villa
is given a more negative implication through the emphasis
81
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added by the single quotation marks.

All three crumbling

settings serve as visual representations of Durrenmatt's con
cept of the world as chaos.

This chaotic, "ungestaltate, im

Werden, im Umsturz begriffene" world is a condition which calls
for comedy, however, not for tragedy (Durrenmatt 1969, p. 120).
The "dinner scenes"' provide another parallel in the
three plays.

Romulus describes his supposed last meal a

"Henkersmahlzeit" (Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 65}
to die at the hands of the Teuton;.
only dinner scene

ce ne expects

^_ustein describes the

■.i_h the same word {Durrenmatt 1970b,

p. 22a,, juit reference to their agreed upon solution? they
will remain in seclusion; "dead" as far as the rest of the
world is concerned.

For 111, the situation is somewhat

different, but nevertheless worth mentioning.

It is after

an elaborate banquet that Claire announces she is ready to
lend the city support, to the tune of one billion, on the
condition, however, that Ill's corpse be delivered to her
first.

There is no particular H’enker available at this

point, but there is a need for one and there will be one
later on.

Indeed, the whole town will fill this position.

For Romulus and the three physicists this Henkersmahlzeit
is a scenic image symbolizing a relaxed and happy acceptance
of che fate which they expect is awaiting them.

It is their

premature--false--recognition of the achievement of their
goals.

As far as 131 is concerned, he, too, is allowed to

believe for a moment that he has attained his goal.
along with the other Gullener,

He,

is permitted a short-lived
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jubilation when Claire announces her intention to give Gtillen
one billion.

Just as Romulus, through the figure of Odoaker,

and the physicists, through Frl. Doktor von Zahnd, must come
to realize that their objectives will not be actualized, 111,
too, has his hopes crushed due to the condition upon which
the money will be paid.
Mchius‘ curtain speech and Romulus1 description of
the fall of Rome both depict a poetic image of impending
destruction.

The similarities are evident.

M5BIUS:

Ich bin Salomo.

Salome.

Einst war ich unermeSlich reich, weise

und gottesf iirchtig.
die Gewaltigen.

Ich bin der arme K6nig

Ob meiner Macht erzitterten

Ich war ein Fiirst des Friedens

und der Gerechtigkeit.

Aber meine Weisheit zer*

stdrte meine Gottesfurcht, und als ich Gott nicht
raehr fiirchtete, zerstorte meine Weisheit meinen
Reichtum.

Wun sind die Stadte tot, fiber die ich

regierte, mein Reich leer, das mir anvertraut
worden war, eine blauschimmernde Wiiste, und ir~
gendwo um einen kleinen, gelben, namenlosen Stern
kreist, sinnlos, immerzu, die radioaktive Erde.
Ich bin Salomo, ich bin Salomo, ich bin der arme
Kdnig Salomo.
ROMULUS:

(Diirrenmatt 1970b, pp. 351-352)

Der Kaiser lost sein Imperium auf.

Seht

euch diese farbige Kugel noch einmal an, diesen
Trauro von einem groBen Imperium, der im freien
Raum schwebt, getrieben vom leichten Hauch meiner
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Lippen, diese hingebreiteten Lander urn das blaue
Meer rrtit seinen tanzenden Delphinen, diese reichen
Provinzen, gelb von Korn, diese wimmelnden
Sfcacte, iiber flie Bend an Leben, erne Sonne, die
die Menschen erwarmte und, ais sie hochstand,
die Welt verbrannte, um nun in den Handen des
Kaisers, ein sanfter Ball, ins Nichts aufzugehen.
(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 76}
Both allude to a destruction of the world.

In Per Sesuoh

der alten Dame Durrenmatt allows not the hero but rather
another figure who has a discerning view of the situation,
namely the teacher, to make a similar statement.
LEBRER:

Clch v/eiS] , da6 auch einmal zu uns eine

alte Dame kommen wird, eines Tages, und daB dann
mit uns geschehen wird, was nun mit Ihnen [111]
geschieht.

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p, 324)

These three statements depict Diirrenmatt’s belief that the
hero cannot serve as a savior for his world.

Indeed, if a

"hero" can accomplish anything at all, it will be of a pure
ly personal nature.
A look at the heroes: opponents shows a likeness in
their attitudes and hopes for the future.

Just as the

Giillener have "die Hoffnung, daB die alte GroSe Gullens
auferstehe"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 313), the Romans, except

ing of course, their leader, wish for a resurrection of the
fallen Rome.

Both groups are concerned about their "culture.
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Zeno worries about the eventual collapseunsere Kultur retten"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 23).

the Giillener concentrate on their past:
eine Kulturstadt"

"Wir mussen jetzt
Similarly

"Dabei waren wir

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 260) .

But the

Giillener refuse to realize that they are forsaking their own
“humanistic tradition."

The Romans, likewise, do not

recognize that the Roman Empire "kannte die Menschlichkeit,
aber es wahlte die Tyrannei"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 60) and

therefore had betrayed itself.

Paradoxically the Giillener

claim they chose their course of action "der Gerechtigkeit
wegen"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 339), and similarly, Amilian

wants to "auf die Gerechtigkeit anstoBen"
p. 56).

(Diirrenmatt 1970a,

The same concept of a past greatness or power

rejuvenated appears in Die Physiker.

Frl. Doktor von Zahnd

explains that Solomon "war von den Toten auferstanden, er
wollte die Macht wieder iibernehmen, die ihm einst hienieden
gehorte"

(Durrenmatt 1970b, p. 348).

She will now reign

for him, and like the Giillener and Romans, she will disregard
the humanistic interest.
As far as the relationship between the heroes and their
opponents is concerned, there seems to be, in each case,
a false conception of the hero by the other characters
in one way or another.

Romulus' fellow countrymen see him

only as a man with a passion for raising hens, and therefore
useless as an emperor.
Romulus'

"Nichtstun"

They fail to see the purpose of

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 51).

They con

sider him harmless and discover only too late that he is
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the insurmountable obstacle in their attempt to save the
empire.

Correspondingly, 111 is initially considered to be

the "beliebteste Personlichkeit in Cullen'* {Durrenmatt 1970a,
p. 264); later he is looked down upon.

The Glillener

exaggerate the severity of his crime and in their estimation
he is now seen as a "Halunke" and "Schuft"
1970a, p, 322).

(Durrenmatt

In this way they may justify their part

in the eventual brutal murder of 111.

In the case of Mdbius,

he is taken to be insane, whereas he only seeks to hide his
genius behind this pretense.

Whether his insanity is real

or pretended, whether the discoveries were made by him or by
Solomon, M5bius' real opponent, von Zahnd, is not effected
in any way.

She is still the new and proud owner of

scientific writings which will help her gain world power.
Other similarities between the heroes in their associa
tions with other characters do exist.

One such comparison

centers around the concept of Wahrheit.

When Romulus is

confronted by the members of his court he explains his
negative conception of Rome and states:

"...

nun springe

ich euch an mit den Tatzen der Wahrheit ur.d packe euch mit
den Zahnen der Gerechtigkeit"

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 61).

No one, however, sees Rome’s essence to be as Romulus de
scribes it.

Therefore, his concept of the truth, and in

this case also the Gerechtigkeit, are seen as non-truth and
injustice.

The truth of the situation concerning 111 almost

reaches expression publicly through the attempts of the
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teacher.*

However, he is stopped not only by some of the

other Gullener, but also by 111 himself,

111 knows that no

one sees the circumstances the same way as he and the teacher
do and he therefore makes no attempt to voice his convic
tions.

A fellow Gullener expresses another factor in his

statement:

"Klug, auSerst klug, keinen Unsinn zu schwatzen.

Einem Halunken wie dir wiirde man ja auch kein Wort glauben"
(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 322}.

This statement bears remarkable

resemblance to Frl. Doktor von Sahnd’s answer to Mobius when
he declares that he will tell the world the truth.

"Auch

wenn Ihre Sfclnaae in die Melt hinausdrange, wlirde man Ihnen
nichfc glauben.

Denn fiir die Offentlicnkeit sine Sie nichts

anderes ais ein gefahrlicher Verrdckter.

Durch Ihren Mord”

{Ddrrenmatt 1970a, p. 349).
A second comparison, pertaining to the heroes* associa
tion with the other characters deals with the existence or
non-existence of the "association," in the sense of coopera
tion, itself.

Throughout the course of the play it is made

known that Romulus has never left hxs villa, he reads no
letters, and he has no view of world politics.

Furthermore,

when Amillan describes the condition of the Roman people to
the emperor, the latter replies:

"Der Kaiser zog die Hand

von seinem Volke zuriick" (Diirrenmatt 19 70a, p. 45) .

The teacher attempts
behind the visit of the old
surrounding the endowment.
auch wenn unsere Armut ewig
1970a, p. 320).

Clarifi-

to tell the renorters the truth
lady and the circumstances
"Ich will die 'Wahrheit verkiinden,
wdhren solltel" (Diirrenmatt
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action for this comes later as Romulus explains "Wir haben
fremdes Blut vergossen, nun mtissen wir mit aem eigenen
zuriickzahlen"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 61).

The use of "we"

shows Romulus' acknowledgement of his own guilt as a Roman
and thereby explains his willingness to fa]1 with his empire.
This resembles Ill's response to the mayor's request that
he kill himself "aus Gemeinschaftsgefiihl, aus Liebe zur
Vaterstadt"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 327).

Ill explains that

if they had acted in another way, had they spared him "diese
Angst . . . dieses grauenhafte Fiirchten . . . vhirde fer}
das Gewehr nehmen.
p. 328).

[Ihnen.] zuliebe"

(Durrenmatt 1970a,

But now, after what they have put him through, he

tells the mayor, “euer Handeln karm ich euch nicht abnehmen"
(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 328).

By the same token, 111 is

willing to conform to the community*s demand, he will accept
the town's ,/erdict, "wie es nun auch ausfalle"
1970a, p. 328).

In both cases it is not at all a genuine

lack of concern for the community.

In Die Physiker, Mobius'

position is pointed out more clearly.
tells Mdbius' wife,
AuBenwelt"

(Durrenmatt

Frl. Doktor von Zahnd

"er j.nteressiert sich kaum mehr fur die

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 306).

This, however, is

only part of Mobius* disguise and the statement is negated
through one of Mobius' own lines:
auBerhalb der Anstalt zahlt"

. . nur das Leben

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 315).

The heroes* apparent lack of concern for their social
surroundings is indeed a misconception.

This will be

discussed again in a later comparison of the heroes'
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principles and goals.
Some of these comparisons have drawn a picture of the
hero standing completely alone,
the characters.

in opposition to the rest of

This is not wholly true.

In all cases, the

hero does eventually form some sort of bond between himself
and at least one other figure.

In each instance, the

partnership formed is an unexpected one.

The example of

Romulus and Odoaker shows two supposed enemies who eventually
agree that they must "geraeinsam vorgehen"
p. 73) ,

(Durrenmatt 1970a,

Die PhysiRer depicts a similar situation; the two

3Py~P&ysicists, Einstein and Newton, whose original orders
were to expose Mdbius* writings, end up agreeing to stay
with Mdbius in the sanatorium.
the case of 111 and Claire.

Somewhat more grotesque is

Claire, who instigates the

murder of ill, brings his corpse back with her to Capri so
that the two can remain together forever.
Considering the heroes alone, there are, as stated
before, a number of similarities in respect to their actions,
principles, goals, and achievements.

One such action centers

around the possibility of escape from their unexpected fate.
Romulus displays heroic bravery when he states;
fliichtet nicht"

(Durrenmatt 1.970a, p. 49).

"Der Kaiser

However, this was

because his self-sacrifice was part of his whole plan.
When it becomes evident that his "Qpfer"
nommen"

[wird] nicht ange-

(Durrenmatt. 19 70a, p. 72) , Romulus decides to have

himself killed anyway, not by the hand of a Teuton, but by
one of his own countrymen, Spurius Titus Mamma.

Odoaker,
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however, explains the futility of this action.
attempts to escape his ultimate end.
from the town's officials.

Ill, too,

First he seeks help

When he does not receive any

aid, he then tries to flee from the city, but the fear that
someone will hold him back makes him unable to do so.
Mobius, like Romulus exhibits a sort of quiet bravery;

”Ich will gar nicht fliehen. . . . Ich bin mit meitem
Schicksal zufrieden” (Durremaatt 1970a, p. 337).

This again,

as in Romulus5' case, is said before the real Schicksal
is known,

Mobius5 attempt to attack Fri. Doktor von 2ahbd

can be considered as an effort to escape his new fate.

Ghee

more, this fruitless reaction is halted by the hand of. a
would-be .enemy turned friend, namely Einstein.
In contrast to these not-so-heroic escape attests#,
the heroes reveal at some point a more positive virtue', that
of courage.

For Romulus, the conquering of fear "1st die

einzige Kunst, die wir in der heutigen Zeit beherrschen
mussen" (Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 55).

Ill, realizing that his

premature death is inevitable, is also able to conquer his
fears.

This concept will be mentioned again later in

connection with the heroes* achievements.
In relation to the heroes' principles, their set of
ethical rules, which justify their actions and their aims,
certain parallels can be seen.

Each of the heroes acts on

behalf of his who 1e community.

As an atonement for the sins

of Rome, Romulus

has, through his Nichtstun, allowed the

fall of the Roman Empire.

He does this in order to allow
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a more humane society to evolve.

The original goal of 111 *

toe, was one which concerned Giiiien as a whole: the economic
rejuvenation of the town and its citizens.

His concern

that everything runs smoothly is shown in his statement:
"Wir miissen klug vorgehen, psychologisch richtig.

Schon

ein miSgluckter Empfang am Bahnhof kann all.es verteufeln"
(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 264),
the object of his concern.

Mobius makes the entire world
He attempts to save everyone

from the "verheerend" results of his scientific discoveries
(Diirrenmatt 1970b, p. 333) .

He, like 111, explains the

importance of a well thought out plan:
schaftlich vorgehen.

sWir miissen wissen-

. . . Wir diirfen uns keinen Denkfehler

leisten, well ein FehlschluB zur Katastrophe fiihren miiBte”
(Diirrenmatt 1970b, p. 340).
Each hero hopes to achieve a better environment for all
whether* the opposing characters choose to accept this or not
They also claim responsibility, then, for past, present,
and possible future circumstances.

Romulus, through his

hope for self-sacrifice, shows that he considers himself
responsible not only for the downfall of Rome, but also for
the past and pr-sent sins of the Empire.

He states:

"Totet mich wenn ihr glaubt, ich sei im Unrecht, Oder ergebt
euch den Germanen, wenn es die Wahrheit ist, daB wir kein
Recht mehr haben, uns 2 U wehren"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 62).

Similarly, 111 claims responsibility for the present state
of Giiiien:

"Ich kampfe nicht mehr.

kern Recht mehr habe.

. . . Ich sah, daS ich

. . . Was soli ich tun,

. . . [djen
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(Jnschuldigen spielen?"

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 323).

Mobius

had foreseen possible future destruction if he had made his
discoveries public.
been his.

The responsibility for this would have

He echoes 111:

spielen?"

"Soil ich den Unschuldigen

(Durrenmatt 1970b, p. 338).

These feelings of

responsibility and guilt approach even Durrenmatt's
description of the realm of tragedy which “setzt Schuid,
. . . [undj Verantwortung voraus"

(Durrenmatt 1959, p. 122).

Of the three heroes, 111 is the only one who— -grotesque
ly— achieves his initial goal, that is, the renewed wealth
of Gttiien.

This accomplishment, however, is accompanied

by the townspeople’s total loss of humanitarian values, a
turning away from the "humanistic traditions," of which the
Gullener had been so proud.

This negation of the positive

principles, this victory of the material over the spiritual,
shows the absurdity of Ill's actions.
by 111:

This is acknowledged

"Ich weifi nur, daB ich ein sinnloses Leben beende"

(Durrenmatt 1970a, p. 334).

Similarly when Romulus discovers

that his goals will not be reached, he claims:
absurd geworden, was ich getan habe"
p. 72).

"Alios ist

(Durrenmatt 1970a,

In respect to M5bius, his acknowledgement comes in

the form of a prediction:

"Entweder bleiben wir im Irren-

haus, Oder die Welt wird eines"

2

2

(Diirrenmatt 1970b, p. 343).

See Tullius Rotundus' statement
Geist besiegt das Fleisch" (Diirrenmatt
the opposite happens to Amilian, as he
corrupt empire in order to justify his

to Amilian: "Der
1970a, p. 38).
Just
needs to save a
physical wounds.
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These situations are concrete examples of Points 1? and 18
in Diirrenmatt's "21 Punkte zu den Physikern," namely:

"Was

alle angeht, konnen nur alle Losen" and "Jeder Versuch eines
Einzelnen, fiir sich zu losen, was alle angeht, mu8 scheitern"
(Diirrenmatt 1970b, p, 355) .
When they all realize that they have failed to reach
their goals and that the possibility of such accomplishments
has vanished, the heroes look back and, in retrospect, try
to determine whic:
tions .

factor had been omitted in their calcula

For Romulus it was Odoaker's friendship, for 111,

Claire's wish for Gerechtigkeit, for Mobius, Frl. Doktor von
Zahnd’s insanity.

Because of this, their present situations

must remain unalterable.

"Alles 1st ausgespielt"

(Diirren-

matt 1970b, p. 350)— they cannot correct their mistakes.
Romulus sums it up for all three:
uber das, was war.

”Wir haben keine Macht

. .” (Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 74).

Ill

realizes, "[els war ein boser: Jugendstreich, den ich ihr
[Claire] spieite"

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 291) and sees that

nothing can be changed:
.

"Ich kann mir nicht mehr helfen.

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 323).

Mobius, too, acknowledges:

"Was einmal gedacht wurde, kann nicht mehr zuriickgenommen
werden"

(Diirrenmatt 1970b, p. 350).

Realizing, then, that they have not attained their
goals, but rather, to some extent, the opposite, the heroes
have "die Einsicht und die Weisheit . . . , auch
akzeptieren"

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 79).

das

Although this

statement is made by Diirrenmatt in reference to Romulus

zu
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alone, there exists a definite similarity between Romulus’,
Ill's, and Mobius' final resolution:
ROMULUS:

Ertragen wir denn das Bittere.

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 75)
ILL:

Ich unterwerfe mich eurem Urteil, wie es nun

ausfalle.

(Diirrenmatt 1970a, p. 528)

M5BIUS:

Ich bin Salomo.

Ich bin der arme Konig

Salomo.

(Diirrenmatt 1970b, p. 351)

This acceptance of the inevitable, this willingness to
endure a world they cannot control is "das einzige wahrhafte Abenteuer, das uns in dieser spaten Zeit noch bleibt"
(Diirrenmatt 1968, p. 155) .

This is the adventure of Diirren

matt 1s mutlger Mensch.
So one sees in all three characters an "intermediate
kind of personage, a man not preeminently virtuous and just,

3

whose misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice
and depravity but by some error of judgement"
p. 238).

(Aristotle,

They are all "good” men insofar as they attempted

to serve some "moral purpose"

(Aristotle, p. 242) .

All this

Diirrenmatt paraphrases Aristotle in the following
statement:
"Die Eigenschaften, die ein tragischer Held haben
muS, sinu bekannt.
Er muE fahig sein, unser Mitleid zu erwecken.
Seine Schuld und seine Unschuld, seine Tugenden und
seine Laster miissen aufs angenehmste und exakteste gemischt
and dosiert nach bestimmten Regeln erscheinen" (Diirrenmatt
1969, p. 117). Whereas Diirrenmatt prefers not to provoke
sympathy from the audience, he does mix the virtues and vices,
the guilt and the innocence of his heroes "aufs angenehmste
und exakteste," thereby stating himself that his heroes bear
the "Eigenschaften, die ein tragischer Held haben muB."
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points to the Durrenroatt hero as a tragic figure.
In respect to the Aristotelian description of the comic
hero, the three heroes discussed here could not ultimately
be considered as "men worse than the average" (Aristotle,
p. 229), that is, they could not be seen as the "Ridiculous”
personified.

Initially, they are admittedly comical; an

emperor with a passion for raising hens and plotting,
incidentally, the fall of his own empire, a "verschmierter
Kramer" (Durrenraafct 1970a, p. 323) trying to con one of the
wealthiest and most influential women of the world, a
brilliant scientist pretending to be insane: these are all
pictures which are like "the mask, for instance, that excites
laughter *■ . . without causing pain" (Aristotle, p, 229-).
The only factor which bears some rese'siblanee to the
ending Aristotle suggests for Comedy is the aspect of the
hero-opponent relationship.

Romulus befriends his assumed

enemy, Odoaker; 111 will remain beside Claire, the instigator
of his murder, forever; Mob1us, Einstein and Newton will all
share the same fate.

In this sense, "the bitterest enemies

in the piece walk off good friends at the end” (Aristotle,
p. 239).

But just as the alleged enemies turned out to be

"friends," those who would have, under normal circumstances,
been considered friends, turn out to be enemies:

Romulus

has his own Roman citizens as his opponents, 111 his own
fellow townspeople, Mobius his own doctor.

One relationship

seems to offset the other, showing, in this respect, a
balance of the comic and the tragic.
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However, in each play a "Discovery attended by
Peripeties"

(Aristotle, p. 237) changes the comic situation

into a tragic one.

Romulus must view the rise of a new

empire similar to the one he had succeeded in destroying;
111 must watch the moral corruption of the townspeople whose
new— cold-hearted— main objective is purely economical;
M5bius must actually accept his once pretended lunatic role
and, helpless, witness the devastating results of the ex
ploitation of new scientific knowledge which has fallen rnto
the hands of a real lunatic.

Each Komddie is, in this way,

given "an unhappy ending,*5 which is, as stated before, the
"right line to take" for tragedy (Aristotle, p. 239),
It has now been shown, that in these three cases the
DQxrenmatt hero- bears great resemblance to the character
prescribed by Aristotle for the tragedy.

What is distinctly

new in the Durrenraattian figure is the positive effect the
attempted heroics have or do not have on the hero himself
and his environment.

As far as the environment is concerned,

the hex'o has no real positive effect at ail.

On the

contrary, he had been rejected by the majority of those around
him.

His actions and attitudes can only have a positive

effect on himself, as is the case in each of the examples.
Each of the heroes is able to accept the outer circumstances
which surround him and through this acceptance he is able
to win for himself an inner peace, salvation.

Nothing more

than, that, in Dur^enmatt's judgement, is possible.
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